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SURREBUTTALTEST~ONY

OF

KEITH A. MAJORS

KCP&L GREATER MISSOURI OPERATIONS COMPANY

FILE NO. ER-2010-0356

Q. Please state your name and business address.

A. Keith A. Majors, Fletcher Daniels Office Building, 615 East 13th Street,

Room 08, Kansas City, Missouri, 64106.

Q. Are you the same Keith A. Majors who filed direct and rebuttal testimony on

these issues?

A. Yes, I am. I contributed to Staffs Cost of Service Report filed in

KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company (GMO) rate case designated as File No.

ER-2010-0356 on November 17, 2010 and rebuttal testimony filed December 15. I also

contributed to Staffs Cost of Service Report filed in this case on November 10, 2010 and

rebuttal testimony filed December 8.

Q. What is the purpose ofyour sUITebuttal testimony?

A. The purpose of my testimony is to respond to positions taken by

Kansas City Power & Light Company (KCPL) witnesses Darrin R. Ives relating to acquisition

transition cost recovery, Brent Davis on Iatan Unit 1 Turbine Trip Allowance for Funds Used

During Construction (AFUDC), Daniel Meyer and Forrest Archibald on latan Project Budget

and Cost Control, John P. Weisensee concerning rate case expenses and the Iatan Unit 1 and 2

construction accounting regulatory assets, and Terry Hedrick and Leonard Ruzicka on the
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1 Jeffrey Energy Center Flue Gas Desulphurization rebuild project costs in their

2 rebuttal testimony.

3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

4

5

Q.

A.

Please provide a summary ofyour surrebuttal testimony.

I address KCPL's proposal to recover the costs to integrate its regulated utility

6 operations with the former Aquila, me. (Aquila) as a result of Great Plains Energy's (OPE)

7 acquisition of Aquila's Missouri electric properties on July 14, 2008. The Missouri Public

8 Service Commission (Commission) approved this acquisition in its Report and Order

9 (Report and Order) in Case No. EM-2007-0374 (the "Acquisition case"). These costs are

10 referred to as ''transition costs." It is Staff's position that KCPL has already recovered

11 transition costs through retained synergies by means ofregulatory lag.

12 I respond to the rebuttal testimony ofBrent Davis on the subject of Staffs adjustment

13 of AFUDC incurred for the latan Unit 1 turbine trip in the first quarter of 2009. It is Staffs

14 position that KCPL should not recover the incremental AFUDC accrued on the latan Unit 1

15 AQCS project due to the delay caused by the turbine trip.

16 I respond to the rebuttal testimony of Daniel Meyer and Forrest Archibald concerning

17 the Iatan Project Budget, specifically the July 2009 reforecast and Mr. Meyer's comments on

18 the Staff's November 3, 2010 Construction Audit and Prudence Review report.

19 I address Mr. Weisensee's rebuttal testimony regarding rate case expenses, and the

20 Iatan 1 and 2 regulatory assets commonly referred to as construction accounting. I will

21 discuss other rate case expense matters.
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1 I also address Terry Hedrick and Leonard Ruzicka regarding adjustments proposed by

2 Staff and addressed in their rebuttal testimony. It is Staff's position that certain costs incurred

3 for the project were inappropriate and unreasonable.

4 TRANSITION COST RECOVERY

5

6

Q.

A.

Please summarize Staffs direct and rebuttal testimony concerning this issue.

Staff's position is that KCPL and GMO have already recovered all of the

7 transition costs associated with OPE's acquisition of Aquila by the synergies it retained,

8 through KCPL and GMO. through regulatory lag.

9

10

Q.

A.

Can you summarize Mr. Ives' rebuttal testimony?

Mr. Ives offers testimony that the Commission authorized and ordered direct

11 rate recovery in the Report and Order in the acquisition case. He makes several erroneous

12 assumptions concerning that Report and Order, and largely ignores the analysis offered in my

13 direct testimony.

14 Q. Referring to Mr. Ives's rebuttal testimony on page 2, he uses the term

15 "revisionist history" in reference to the acquisition case. Do you know what he means by

16 this term?

17 A. I am not entirely sure why Mr. Ives uses this term.. In fact. he uses this term

18 several places in his rebuttal testimony.

19 Revisionist is defined in The American Heritage ® College Dictionary of the English

20 Language. Third Edition. Copyright © 1993 by Houghton Mifflin Company. as follows:

21 ... Advocacy of the revision of an accepted, usually long-standing
22 view. theory, or doctrine, especially a revision of a political doctrine or
23 a view concerning history.
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1 Staff is not advocating a revisit or change of the Report and Order in

2 Case No. EM-2007-0374. Staff is not disputing any particular fact in the acquisition case.

3 Staff is not proposing any new theory or doctrine. Staff did review the Commission's

4 Report and Order in that case and particularly relies on paragraphs 13 and 14 on page 284 of

S that Report and Order:

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

13 value

13. Nothing in this order shall be considered a fmding by the
Commission of the value for ratemaking purposes of the
transactions herein involved.

14. The Commission reserves the right to consider any
ratemaking treatment to be afforded the transactions herein
involved in a later proceeding.

Paragraph 13 states clearly that the Commission has made no findings concerning the

for ratemaking purposes of the transactions referred to in the Report and Order.

14 Paragraph 14 states clearly that the Commission reserves the right to consider the ratemaking

15 treatment of the transactions referred to in the Report and Order in a later proceeding.

16 Paragraphs 13 and 14 refer to transactions authorized by the Commission to allow GPE to

17 acquire Aquila The ratemaking treatment and valuation, although not specifically

18 enumerated, would include the amortized transition costs that KCPL has included in the cost

19 of service in this case.

20 Staff does not dispute or disregard Paragraphs 13, 14, or any other portion of the

21 Commission's Report and Order in the acquisition case. Mr. Ives seems to imply that Staff's

22 interpretation of the above paragraphs entails "revisionist history". In reality, Mr.lves'

23 inexplicable disregard of the facts presented in Staff's Cost of Service report is the

24 "fatal flaw" ofhis positions presented in direct and rebuttal testimony.
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1 Q. Does KCPL challenge Staff's overall conclusion relating to recovery of

2 transition costs?

3 A. Mr. Ives has not made any attempt to dispute the fact that KCPL has recovered

4 through retained synergies. an amount greater than transition costs before a single dollar of

5 savings is flowed to ratepayers. Mr. Ives does not dispute the fact that the majority of the

6 acquisition savings has not been reflected in rates and will not be until May 4, 2011. the

7 expected date of any rate increase authorized by the Commission in this case. GMO rates will

8 not change until one month later, June 4, 2011. Mr. Ives did not take issue with

9 Staff's demonstration of the concepts of regulatory lag and how it has significantly benefited

10 KCPL and GMO.

11

12

Q.

A.

What fact or facts does Mr. Ives accuse Staffof"revising"?

Staff. on page 212 ofSta.trs Cost of Service Report in this case. stated that the

13 Commission did not specify the method KCPL and GMO would recover transition costs.

14 Referring to the aforementioned Paragraphs 13 and 14 of the Commission Report and Order

15 in the acquisition case, the Commission did not appear to specify any value or ratemaking

16 treatment concerning the authorized transactions, which would include transition costs.

17 Mr. Ives quotes the Commission's Report and Order in the acquisition on page 3 ofhis

18 rebuttal testimony. The relevant section emphasized by KCPL is on page 241 of the

19 Report and Order:

20 3. Final Conclusions Regarding Transaction and Transition Cost
21 Recovery

22 .•• If the Commission determines that it will approve the merger
23 when it performs its balancing test (in a later section in this Report
24 and Order), the Commission will authorize KCPL and Aquila to
25 defer transition costs to be amortized over five years.
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At no point does this section or the entirety of paragraph 3 on page 241 mention

2 "rates", "ratemaking", or "cost of service", notwithstanding Footnote 930. In fact, in

3 Paragraph 13 on page 284, the Commission specifically stated that "[n]othing in this order

4 shall be considered a finding by the Commission of the value for ratemaking purposes of the

5 transactions herein involved." Mr. Ives incorrectly concludes the Commission ordered or

6 implied the only recovery of transition costs would occur through a five year amortization

7 through the cost of service. Mr. Ives also ignores Paragraphs 13 and 14 when the

8 Commission did not make a determination of the value for ratemaking of the transition costs.

9 In fact, Mr. Ives quotes another section of page 241 of the Report and Order:

10 (3) the uncontested recovery of transition costs is appropriate and
11 justified The Commission further concludes that it is not a
12 detriment to the public interest to deny recovery of the transaction
13 costs associated with the merger and not a detriment to the public
14 interest to allow recovery of transition costs of the merger.•.

15 Again, Mr. Ives incorrectly correlates the Commission's authorization of the deferral

16 and amortization of transition costs with their inclusion in the cost of service. From the

17 section above, the Commission concluded that it was not a detriment to the public interest to

18 allow recovery of transition costs of the merger. However, "recovery" is not defined in this

19 section, but it is referred to in conjunction with "regulatory lag" in Paragraph 321 on page 120

20 of the Report and Order:

21 321. Since the Applicants have agreed to recover any merger
22 savings through "regulatory lag" as part of the traditional
23 ratemaking process, there is no net detriment to customers•..

24 The real issue between KCPL and Staff is what "recovery" of a cost can mean,

25 specifically the difference between indirect rate recovery through regulatory lag and direct

26 rate recovery through the cost of service. The Commission did recognize that KCPL could

27 "recover" savings through "regulatory lag". Mr. Ives does not address the benefits KCPL has
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1 reaped from regulatory lag through retained synergies in regards to the recovery of transition

2 costs the Commission authorized.

3 Mr. Ives, for reasons that are not clearly supported or explained, supports the use of

4 regulatory lag to recover the benefits of the acquisition - integration synergies, but rejects the

5 use of regulatory lag to recover the costs to achieve the synergies - transition costs. The Staff

6 believes that Mr. Ives', and consequently KCPL and GMO's proposal is inconsistent and not

7 adequately supported in testimony.

8 Again, Paragraphs 13 and 14 on page 241 of the Report and Order specifically state

9 that the Commission has made no ratemaking determination concerning the transactions in

10 that order.

11 Q. On page 4, Mr. Ives' rebuttal testimony states "[t]he Staffs primary testimony

12 regarding transition costs suggests that transition costs should be recovered through the

13 synergy savings retained through regulatory lag" (emphasis added). Is this Staff's position?

14 A. No. Mr. Ives apparently did not examine Staff's analysis presented in the

15 Cost ofService report. This analysis was elaborated on and explored in my rebuttal testimony

16 in this case. My testimony is that transition costs have already been recovered through

17 regulatory, not that they should be. Because they have been fully recovered, any retained

18 synergy savings over transition costs not reflected in rates have and will continue to accrue to

19 GPE shareholders until rates change.

20 If customers have to reimburse KCPL and GMO for costs already recovered,

21 KCPL and GMO will reap a wind fall from their customers. If amortized transition costs are

22 included in the cost of service, customers will pay KCPL and GMO for costs that they have

23 already recovered for benefits the customers have waited 34 months to realize.
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I Q. Mr. Ives refers to page 238 of the acquisition Report and Order on page 4 of

2 his rebuttal testimony. What is your interpretation of the section Mr. Ives referred to?

3 A. Mr. Ives emphasized an excerpt ofpage 238 of the Report and Order:

4 (4) because the Applicants have agreed to recover any merger
5 savings through "regulatory lag" as part of the traditional
6 ratemaking process there is no net detriment to customers•..

7 Mr. Ives does not understand that the Commission recognized that recovery of cost

8 does not have to be explicitly in the cost of service to be recovered. Because no rate change

9 occurred on July 14, 2008, the date of acquisition, any and all savings related to the

10 acquisition ofAquila would accrue to shareholders until those rates changed. The recovery of

11 synergy savings was made by KCPL and GMO because the savings that occurred were still

12 reflected in rates. Ratepayers were paying for costs that were no longer being incurred for the

13 production, transmission, and distribution of electric utility services in excess of the total

14 amount of transition costs.

15 Q. Mr. rves states on page 6 of his rebuttal testimony that $163.6 million of

16 cumulative regulated synergies will be returned to ratepayers through the second quarter of

17 2013. What is your analysis of this statement?

18 A. Mr. Ives' statement exemplifies how KCPL and GMO, through regulatory lag,

19 have benefited significantly more than ratepayers from the synergies from the acquisition.

20 The following table is a summary of those savings using the figure from Mr. Ives' testimony:

Svnel'2V Benefits throwh 2013. iDMillions
-'

Customer Benefit Sbarebolder Benefit

Re1[11lated Svnel'2ies 344.2

CorpOrate Svnel'2ies 401.0

Retained Re1[11lated Synerlties (l80.6) 180.6

Net Benefit Throu2h 2013 $ 163.6 $ 581.6
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1 The projected net benefit to ratepayers through is $163.6, as Mr. Ives states in his

2 rebuttal testimony. However, Mr. Ives does not mention that KCPL and GMO will benefit

3 from over half a billion in synergies through 2013, more than three and a balf times that

4 of ratepayers.

5 Q. Mr. Ives used an inflation factor of 3.1 % on page 6 of his rebuttal testimony

6 when he refers to his analysis. Does the rate of inflation change over time?

7 A. Yes, it does. In fact, during the time period from 2009 to 2010, the

8 Consumer Price Index - Urban ("CPI-tr') decreased for the fIrSt time since 1982, the base

9 year used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The table below is the year to year

10 inflation rate from 2005 through 2009:

, Year ,Inflation ,Rate ~.

2005 3.4%
2006 3.2%
2007 2.8%
2008 3.8%

2009 -0.4%

5 Year Average 2.56%
2007-9 Average 2.07%

11 While Mr. Ives utilized 3.1%, which is the average inflation rate during 2005-7, it is

12 noteworthy that the rate changes from year to year. When Mr. Ives projects that

13 $163.6 million of synergy savings will be returned to ratepayers it must be understood that his

14 and KCPL and GMO's assumptions may change over time.

15 Q. On page 7 of his rebuttal, Mr. Ives claims the customer benefit is understated in

16 his analysis due to the identification of additional synergies. Do you agree with this

17 statement?

18 A. Yes. However, Mr. Ives identifies that the additional synergies would be

19 reflected in some future test year cost of service. He fails to mention that shareholders receive
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1 the benefit of additional synergies far in advance of customers who must wait until rates

2 change, assuming those savings are reflected in the test year. The current case is the first case

3 since the acquisition of Aquila that synergies have been embedded in the test year cost

4 of service.

5 Q. Mr. Ives states on page 8: " ...once returned to ratepayers as reflected in test

6 year cost of service, the synergy savings are perpetual benefits to ratepayers, with no further

7 retention by the Company and its shareholders." How long have ratepayers had to wait to see

8 benefits in the test year cost of service?

9 A. Ratepayers will have waited nearly three years~ (34 months) before any

10 synergies will be reflected in the test year cost of service in a rate case. In the meantime~

11 shareholders have enjoyed the lion's share of synergy savings since the acquisition

12 was completed.

13 Q. On page 9, Mr. Ives states: "Mr. Majors' position is that it is impossible for the

14 Company to recover transition costs." Is this your position?

15 A. No, not at all. Staffhas supported. recovery of transition costs of mergers in the

16 past Staffdoes not support recovery when a company has no costs to recover as in this case.

17 What Mr. Ives fails to recognize is that the Company has fully recovered these transition costs

18 already. It would be inappropriate to reflect the transition costs in rates if the Company has

19 already recovered those costs. How could Staff support such a rate proposal-it would be

20 tantamount to double recovery of these costs?

21 Mr. Ives either does not recognize or simply chooses to ignore the concepts of

22 regulatory lag and recovery of cost I described in my rebuttal testimony, because Mr. Ives

23 doesn't appear to consider them in his direct or rebuttal testimony. It is not my position that it
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1 is impossible for KCPL to recover transition costs; my position is the costs have already been

2 recovered, so there is nothing further to recover.

3 On July 14, 2008, neither KCPL nor GMO decreased the rates they were charging

4 customers. Customers were still paying for employees that no longer worked for either

5 company, benefits that were no longer being paid, and a wide variety of other costs that were

6 no longer being incurred by the company. When costs are in rates that a utility does not pay,

7 shareholders retain the extra funds that were paid by customers through rates. In 2009,

8 KCPL and GMO retained payroll savings immediately starting July 14, 2008 until

9 September 1, 2009 when rates changed from the 2009 rate case. While some savings were

10 reflected. in those rates as explained by Mr. Ives, the Company retained further savings post-

11 September 30, 2008 through the time rates change once again in this case which will not occur

12 until May 2011. As it relates to the current situation, KCPL achieved synergy savings in

13 excess of the costs to achieve those savings before a single dollar of savings were passed on to

14 customers.

15 Q. Mr. rves claims that Staff's argument consists of "faulty circular logic". What

16 is your reaction to this accusation?

17 A. It is hard to know what Mr. rves is refming to as he doesn't really explain

18 what he means by this statement. Again, Mr. Ives does not recognize the benefits to

19 shareholders provided by regulatory lag. r examined the facts provided by KCPL through

20 discovery. The facts from the information provided by KCPL clearly indicated that KCPL

21 had recovered through retained synergies more than the amount of recoverable transition

22 costs, facts that Mr. rves chooses to ignore. If the facts did not show that KCPL had already

23 recovered transition costs, then Staff's position would have been different. Staff's standard
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1 was by no means "no recovery of transition costs", as alleged by Mr. Ives on page 9 of his

2 rebuttal testimony. Staff analyzed the data provided by KCPL, and met with Mr. Ives and

3 other company representatives. Based on the data analyzed, Staff came to the conclusion that

4 all transition costs have been recovered through retained synergy savings. This is a fact that

5 Mr. Ives does not seem to address or recognize. There is nothing circular about the fact if you

6 have a cost that has been fully recovered there is nothing more to recover and no additional

7 cost should be in rates.

8 KCPL makes no attempt to dispute it has recovered transition costs from retained

9 savings, yet in a complete about face, "circular fashion," the Company wants its customers to

10 pay it the transition costs. Staffbelieves this makes no sense whatsoever.

11 Q. On page 10, Mr. Ives states concerning corporate retained synergies: "It is

12 inappropriate to view those savings as an offset to costs the Commission said the Company

13 could recover." Do you agree with that statement?

14 A. It depends on the circumstances; however, in this situation, KCPL and GMO

15 have plenty of retained savings strictly from the regulated synergies that have resulted in full

16 recovery of transition costs.

17 Mr.Ives seems to imply that Staff is offsetting KCPL's transition costs through

18 corporate retained savings, which is not Staff's position. However, corporate retained

19 synergies are relevant to understanding the complete picture of the costs and benefits of the

20 acquisition of Aquila, which is why I listed them in my analysis in my direct and rebuttal

21 testimony, and have discussed them here. The following chart show on a high level the costs

22 and the benefits relating to the acquisition, both corporate and regulated retained, as well as
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I the $163.6 million flowed to ratepayers projected through 2013, 5 years after the acquisition

2 as described by Mr. Ives in his rebuttal testimony:

• c .SvnereYBenefits thrOu b 2013.,iJlMillioDs ..

Customer Shareholder
Benefit Benefit

,lR~ated Syne1'£ies 344.2

!corporate Svnel"2ies 401.0

Retained Remllated Svnerlties (180.6) 180.6

/"tiet Benerlt Thro1lllh 2013 S 1~.6 S 581.6

Total Recoverable Transition Costs (51.9) (6.1 )

Irotal Transaction Costs (402)

Irotal Benefit Realized Through 2013
lWith Amortized Transition Costs $ 111.7 S 535.3

3 The amount of synergies retained by KCPL, both total corporate and total regulated less the

4 amount flowed to ratepayers, totals $581.6 million. If the Commission were to authorize

5 KCPL and GMO to amortize transition costs through the cost of service as shown in the above

6 table, the total benefits to shareholders versus that of ratepayers would become more lopsided

7 than it already is. Again. in consideration of page 284 of the Commission's Report and Order

8 in the acquisition case, the Commission has not yet authorized KCPL and GMO to recognize

9 the amortization of transition costs directly in the cost ofservice for setting rates.

10 Q. Mr. Ives asserts that because KCPL has not had the chance to demonstrate that

II synergy savings exceed amortized transition costs, KCPL has not begun the to amortize

12 transition costs. What is Staff's opinion ofKCPL's position?

13 A. Mr. Ives seems to believe that if every succeeding rate case is settled with

14 no mention of transition cost amortization, as was the case with Cases ER-2009-0089 and

15 ER-2009~0090, then KCPL would be allowed to keep the transition cost regulatory asset on its

16 books indefinitely. Certainly, in consideration of the recovery of transition costs KCPL and
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1 GMO have made through retained synergies, keeping an asset on the books that has already

2 been recovered would be inappropriate.

3 Q. Mr. Ives sites Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), specifically

4 SFAS 71, in his defense of KCPL not beginning the amortization of transition costs. What is

5 your evaluation of this argument?

6 A. Mr.lves sites Paragraph 9 of SFAS 71. I will repeat Part B, of that

7 paragraph here:

8 b. Based on available evidence, the future revenue will be provided to
9 permit recovery of the previously incurred cost rather than to provide

10 for expected levels of similar future costs...

11 The "future revenue" in this statement is the utility rates KCPL and GMO receive.

12 The "previously incurred cost" is the transition costs. What this statement means is that the

13 revenues KCPL and GMO were receiving, specifically for the costs KCPL and GMO were not

14 incurring after the acquisition, recover the previously incurred transition cost.

15 I agree with Mr. Ives when he states on page 15 ofhis rebuttal testimony: "It is clear

16 in this paragraph that in order to have a deferred regulatory asset, the expectation must be that

17 future revenues will return an amount at least equal to the deferred amount." In this case the

18 Commission did refer to recovery on page 238 of the Report and Order:

19 (4) because the Applicants have agreed to recover any merger
20 savings through "regulatory lag" as part of the traditional
21 ratemaking process there is no net detriment to customers•..

22 Mr. Ives does not make the connection between the recovery the Commission

23 discussed in the Report and Order and the excerpt from SFAS 71.

24 Q. Did KCPL propose to start the amortization of transition costs in the

25 acquisition case sooner than their current position?
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1 A. Yes. Referring to Lori Wright's Direct Testimony filed April 2, 2007 in

2 Case No. EM-2007-0374, Ms. Wright stated the following concerning transition costs,

3 referred to as "costs to achieve":

4 Q. What treatment do the Joint Applicants propose for costs to
5 achieve?

6 A. As set out in the Joint Application, the Joint Applicants request
7 costs to achieve be allocated to Great Plain's Energy's various
8 regulatory units (Kansas City Power & Light Company,
9 Aquila Networks-MPS, Aquila NetWorks-L&P and S1. Joseph

10 Industrial Steam), booked as a regulatory asset and amortized into cost
11 of service over five (5) years, beginning on January 1, 2008, or the
12 month immediately following consummation of the Merger,
13 whichever occurs later. (emphasis added)

14 Ms. Wright apparently had no issue with SFAS 71 when she proposed the

15 amortization of transition costs without direct rate recovery in the acquisition case. It is

16 noteworthy that Ms. Wright filed this testimony in an acquisition case, not a rate case. When

17 Ms. Wright refers to "cost of service", she does not refer to "rates", nor does she refer to the

18 pending KCPL rate case ER-2007-0291 which was a rate case. If the Commission ordered the

19 amortization of transition costs to begin after the consummation of the acquisition with no

20 change in rates, then the amortization would have begun with no specific recovery in the cost

21 of service in rates.

22 Q. When should have KCPL and GMO started the amortization of the

23 transition costs?

24 A. Staffbelieves the Company should have started the amortization at the time of

25 the effective date of rates in the first rate case after the acquisition as instruc~ed by the

26 Commission the acquisition case.

27 As detailed in Paragraph 327 on page 122; OPE and Aquila (Applicants) requested.

28 amortization beginning with the first rate cases:
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1 327. Applicants request that tbe Commission allow the surviving
2 entities to defer both transaction and transition costs and to
3 amortize them over a five-year period beginning with the first rate
4 cases post-transaction for Aquila and KCPL subject to "true up" of
5 actual transition and transaction costs in those future rate cases...

6 September 1, 2009 was the date of the rate increase in Case Nos. ER-2009-0089 and

7 ER~2009-0090. Because KePL and GMO have not yet started the amortization they are not

8 in compliance with the Commission's lilly 1,2008 Order in the acquisition case.

9 Q. KCPL and GMO, in the acquisition case, claimed that synergies would be

10 realized in the administrative and general (A&G) category of costs. Are KCPL and GMO's

11 A&G costs low compared to other electric utilities in the region?

12 A. No. Staff examined the 2009 FERC Form 1 documents for KePL, GMO,

13 Westar, Empire District Electric, and AmerenUE (now Ameren MO) electric utilities. Staff

14 quantified the A&G costs per average number of customers, per megawatt hour sold, and per

15 dollar of electric operating revenue. The following tables summarize the result of that

16 examination:

Administrative·&General Expenses perAvera2e"CuStoDier ": "." . ..
;

Combined AmercnUE
EDJDire GMO KCPL KCPLandGMO MOBasis Weslar

A&G Expenses 28,579,310 66976333 142093,271 209069.604 243925979 82.212174

Average NUIlIbcr
of Customers 168023 312,030 510.335 822.365 1 187,613 367,763

A&GCostper S
Customer S 170.09 S 214.65 278.43 S 254.23 S 205.39 S 223.55

17
Administrative & Genera)'E' :pensesper:Meaawatt"HourSold'Un Vl 0' .. .,

Combined AmercnUE
Empire GMO KCPL KCPLandGMO MO Basis Wes1Dr

A&G ExnenstS 28,579,310 66976,333 142093,271 209069604 243925979 82,212 174

MWH Sold 5409839 8112391 20062 162 28 174.553 47078720 17,273734
A&GCostper
MWHSoId S 5.28 S 8.26 S 7.08 S 7.42 S 5.18 S 4.76

18
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..

A&G EXDeDSe8

" A&G ExpeD.ses~t:er.Electric OperatinKRevenile
C01Dbincd Ameren UE

Empire GMO KCPL KCPL and GMO MO Basis
28.579.310 66 976.333 142093,271 209 069 604 243925979

"'"""-

Westar
82,212 174

Total Electric
Opetllting Revenues 433133,378 646.851,'11.3 1,3n .389 133 1,964.241 056 2 63Q,362 Ill) 1070,490 601

1

A&G Cost Per
Electric Revenue
Dollar s 0.Q7 s 0.10 S 0.11 $ 0.11 S 0.09 $ 0.08

2 In comparison to Empire District Electric, AmerenUE. and Westar. KCPL and GMO

3 combined have the highest A&G costs per megawatt hour sold, per dollar of electric operating

4 revenue. and per customer. What this analysis shows is that while KCPL has claimed

5 significant savings from the acquisition, its administrative and general costs are the highest in

6 the Kansas and Missouri region. The fact is that KCPL and GMO, while enjoying significant

7 corporate retained benefits. have not flowed a comparable amount of regulated synergy

8 savings to its regulated electric utility operations. This analysis was based on the

9 2009 FERC Form 1. the same cost period as the test year of the current case. In effect. KCPL

10 and GMO customers are paying in the majority of cases the highest Administrative and

11 General costs in the region for their electric service.

12

13

Q.

A.

Please summarize your surrebuttal testimony regarding transition costs.

Staff has significant evidence, as discussed in my direct and rebuttal testimony.

14 that KCPL and GMO have already recovered transition costs through regulatory lag

15 and retained synergies. Mr. Ives has not made any attempt to dispute the fact that KCPL

16 has already recovered the transition costs for the Aquila acquisition. KCPL witness

17 Darrin RIves would have the Commission ignore simple facts and include in the cost of

18 service costs which KCPL has more than recovered, based on the sole fact that synergy

19 savings exceed amortized transition costs. KCPL and GMO are requesting ratepayers, who
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1 are already paying the highest A&G costs in the state, to pay for costs which they have

2 already fully recovered.

3 IATAN UNIT 1 TURBINE TRIP AFUDe

4 Q. On pages 60-61, of his rebuttal testimony, KCPL witness Brent Davis

5 describes the Iatan Unit 1 turbine work as being relevant to the project. Does Staff agree that

6 the turbine work was relevant?

7 A. Yes. Staff does not dispute the relevancy of the turbine work. Staff is not

8 making an adjustment to any of the costs directly related to the turbine work. In fact, Staff is

9 not proposing an adjustment to the AFUDC charged to the actual turbine work.

10 The issue is that the delay due to the turbine trip increased the AFUDC accrued on

11 the Iatan 1 AQCS. As discussed in Staffs Cost of Service Report for KCPL in Case No.

12 ER-2010-0355 on pages 124-26, and Staffs Cost of Service Report for GMO in Case No.

13 ER-2010-0356 on pages 142-44, I provided additional relevant information concerning the

14 adjustment in the November 3,2010 Construction Audit and Prudence Review that Mr. Davis

15 addresses. I am not sure whether or not Mr. Davis read or was aware of those sections in

16 Staffs Cost ofService Reports, but he does not address them in his rebuttal testimony.

17 IATAN PROJECT BUDGET AND COST CONTROL

18

19

Q.

A.

What KCPL witness rebuttal testimony are you responding to?

Witnesses Daniel Meyer and Forrest Archibald, throughout their rebuttal

20 testimony, attempt to address the issue of KCPL's compliance with the cost control feature of

21 the KCPL Experimental Regulatory Plan to identify and explain any cost overruns from the

22 Definitive Estimate for latan 1 AQCS and latan 2.

23 Q. What is the issue concerning the testimony ofMI. Meyer and MI. Archibald?
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1 A. Their testimony ignores the tenn "cost overruns" and instead refers to "budget

2 variances:' Budget variances occur when various budget items differ from actual costs.

3 Budget variances can and do occur on projects that do not experience cost overruns.

4 Cost ovemms are created when budget variances reach a certain condition, but not all budget

5 variances are cost overruns. Cost overruns occur when the sum of all negative (increased

6 costs) budget variances exceed the sum of all positive (decreased cost) budget variances U

7 the contingency level ~ the baseline budget. Since KCPL refused to provide the

8 information that supports the contingency levels contained in the latan 1 AQCS and latan 2

9 control budget estimate (CBE) or Definitive Estimate as specified in the KCPL Regulatory

10 Plan, no one aside from KCPL can identify which budget variances were provided for in the

11 contingency versus the budget variances that were not considered.

12 KCPL defined its contingency as an amount that "consists of funds for unforeseeable

13 elements of cost within the defined project scope." (KCPL response to Staff Data Request

14 No. 819, Case No ER-2009-0089).

15 Q. Can Staff make a detailed analysis of the contingency of Iatan Unit 1 or

16 latan Unit 2?

17 A. No. Staff requested support for the contingency for both latan Unit 1

18 and Iatan Unit 2 control budget estimates in Staff Data Request Nos. 490 and 491 in

19 Case No. ER-2009-0089:

20 Question No. : 0490
21 Please provide copies ofall the documentation supporting the
22 development, review. analysis and approval of the contingency and
23 executive contingency included in the control budget estimate for
24 environmental upgrades at Iatan 1.

25 Question No. : 0491
26 Please provide copies ofall the documentation supporting the
27 development, review. analysis and approval of the contingency and
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I executive contingency included in the control budget estimate for
2 latan 2.

3 The only response that was not privileged was Schedule I attached to this testimony. KCPL

4 has not provided enough documentation to explain the causes to exhaust its contingency

5 versus the items that caused KCPL to experience actual costs in excess of its definitive

6 estimate including the Company's determination of adequate contingency to prevent actual

7 costs exceeding the definitive estimate total.

8 Instead of addressing the identification and explanation of the cost overruns

9 experienced and continued to be experienced at the Iatan Construction Project, KCPL

10 witnesses use the documentation used to support new budget amounts, or what they refer to as

11 "cost reforecasts" once KCPL acknowledged that the Iatan Construction Project costs would

12 exceed its defmitive estimates. The documentation for the cost reforecasts were initially

13 called "R&O" items after the Risk & Opportunity table that was developed under

14 David Price's leadership of the Iatan Construction Project [May 2007 through January 2008].

15 The latan I AQCS had one cost reforecast and was based on R&O documentation. lat80 2

16 had four cost reforecasts.

17

18

Q.

A.

Has KCPL correlated its reforecast process with standard industry practices?

Staff requested support for the term "reforecast" as used in KCPL

19 witness testimonies in Staff Data Request No. 419, Case No. ER-2009-0089. KCPL

20 provided an article attached as Schedule 2. This article also appears as Schedule DFM2010-4

21 in Daniel Meyer's Direct Testimony in this case. This article was written by

22 Mr. John F. Rowe, P.E, published in The Association for the Advancement of

23 Cost Engineering International Transactions. It is a brief, but informative article that KePL

24 witnesses Brent Davis and Kenneth Roberts relied on as an "industry source," and that
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1 Mr. Meyer cites as support for the reforecast process. Contrary to the importance KCPL's

2 witnesses place on reforecasts, nowhere in the article does the tenn "reforecast" appear in

3 accordance with changing a budget number. Mr. Meyer provided this article as authority

4 supporting the practice of reforecasting a project's estimate. The importance of this article is

5 the distinction between how this industry source identifies items in a cost tracking system and

6 how KCPL tracks costs using the CBE, May 2008 and March 2010 reforecasts, and the

7 management internal transfers in the cost portfolio.

8 The following is the definition Mr. John F. Rowe uses for "Current Budget":

9 Current Budget
10 Taken from the project cost report, it should include all budget
11 transfers/changes that resulted from the evolution of contract scope up
12 until contract award and, as discussed, should also include an amount
13 to cover change orders. When bids are received and the contract is
14 awarded, the budget should be re-set to equal the original contract
15 amount plus an initial contingency (el) by transferring budget to/from
16 alloc;ated and/or project contingency. Ideally, this budget will not be
17 changed again until the contract is completed and excess budget is
18 returned to contingency. (emphasis added)

19 This is a very different description from what KCPL tracks its costs to in its cost

20 control system, and is not the same concept as ''Current Budget" in the UK Reports" given to

21 Staff and attached to Mr. Meyer's rebuttal testimony. In direct contrast to the industry

22 source Mr. Meyer endorses, the KCPL cost control system does not track the December 2006

23 CBE to the Estimate at Completion (EAC). On page 4 of the attached industry source

24 article cited by Mr. Meyer, a table is shown of a common industry cost system. On the

25 far right column appears an amount referred to as "Contingency Surplus (Deficit)."

26 This amount is the difference between the "Current Budget" and the "Estimate at

27 Completion." In this case, given the definition provided by Mr. Rowe, the latan Project eBE
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1 is analogous to ''Current Budget." Mr. Rowe states above: "[i]deally, this budget will not be

2 changed again..."

3 The following is the definition Mr. John F. Rowe uses for "Current Forecast":

4 Current Forecast
5 Before a contract is bid, this will equal the current budget, less the
6 amount included to cover change orders. After contract award, field
7 construction management personnel typically maintain the current
8 forecast as previously discussed. Note that the current forecast should
9 not include any factors to predict the value of unidentified changes, as

10 the CTS will account for these.

11 Using the definitions above and incorporated into the example in the article, KCPL's

12 May 2008 reforecast, July 2009 reforecast, March 2010 and November 2010 should not have

13 been used for changing budget numbers, rather they should have been used in the EAC as

14 "Current Forecast" numbers. Mr. Rowe defines EAC in the same article:

15 Estimate at Completion (EAC)
16 This number is simply the sum of the current forecast (F) provided by
17 our field construction management staff and Retained Contingency
18 (CR)... The author has used this EAC value as an early warning of
19 contracts that are trending toward exceeding agency contract
20 . authorization limits. It often provides a warning several months before
21 an overrun becomes readily apparent, but tends to be unreliable until a
22 contract is at least 25 percent complete, as discussed earlier.

23 In the subsequent latan 2 reforecasts the R&D items were replaced by cost projection

24 folders (CPs). These CP's provided less detailed information than contained in the

25 predecessor R&O to support changing the budget for Iatan 2 (current budget) the last three (3)

26 times. Mr. Archibald verified to Staffnumerous times in some of the meetings that he cites in

27 his rebuttal testimony that KCPL did not track actual project costs by R&D or CPs.

28 When KCPL changed the CBE, to which it tracked actual costs, with R&Os and CPs

29 that cannot be tracked to actual costs, KCPL lost the ability to track the December 2006

30 Control Budget Estimate to actual costs. This is in direct contrast to the cost control system
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1 advocated by Mr. Meyer's "industry source." Thus, the documentation provided by KCPL

2 cannot identify cost overruns from the CBB since the essential actual cost information is

3 absent to compare to the estimated amount contained in the R&Os and CPs. In addition, after

4 the R&Os and CPs are used to support current budget modifications the new budget line items

5 are modified by internal budget transfers as budget surpluses in certain areas are moved to

6 address budget deficiencies in other areas. These internal budget transfers do not identify

7 these changes by R&D or CP or actuals thus preventing the tracking of their estimated costs

8 against actual costs. This is an essential feature for a cost control function that would identify

9 cost overruns from a budget for identification. Instead, KCPL compares forecasted numbers

10 which cannot be traced to actual costs to estimates at completion.

11 Another point the industry source makes is that "[d]uring the construction phase, the

12 estimate at completion (EAC) of the contract packages changes more quickly than at any other

13 phase of the project." Again, nowhere in this excerpt or in the entire document provided by

14 Mr. Meyer does his industry source endorse changing the initial budget.

15 Q. Mr. Meyer on pages 58-59 of his rebuttal testimony disagrees with Staff on the

16 nature of scope changes related to the unit train cars in the July 2009 reforecast. What is your

17 response to Mr. Meyer's explanation of the unit train cars in the July 2009 reforecast?

18 A. Mr. Meyer's explanation that the budgeted costs for the unit train should and

19 were reallocated into general contingency conflicts with the definition and concept of

20 contingency as defined by The Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering

21 International Cost Engineering Terminology, as attached to his direct testimony. The

22 definition ofcontingency in that document:

23 CONTINGENCY - An amount added to an estimate to allow for items,
24 conditions, or events for which the state, occurrence, and/or effect is
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1 uncertain and that experience shows will likely result, in aggregate, in
2 additional costs. Typically estimated using statistical analysis or
3 judgment based on past asset or project experience. Contingency
4 usually excludes; 1) major scope changes such as changes in end
5 product specification, capacities, building sizes, and location of the
6 asset or project (see management reserve), 2) extraordinary events
7 such as major strikes and natural disasters, 3) management reserves,
8 and 4) escalation and currency effects. Some of the items, conditions,
9 or events for which the state, occurrence, and/or effect is uncertain

10 include, but are not limited to, planning and estimating errors and
II omissions, minor price fluctuations (other than general escalation),
12 design developments and changes within the scope, and variations in
13 market and environmental conditions. Contingency is generally
14 included in most estimates, and is expected to be expended. (1/04)
15 (emphasis added)

:

16 The section in bold conflicts with Mr. Meyer's assessment of the July 2009 reforecast.

17 The unit train is the set of railcars that deliver coal to Iatan Unit 2. KCPL made the decision,

18 as explained in Mr. Meyer's rebuttal testimony, that leasing the railcars was a better

19 option than purchasing the railcars. This is a major scope change as the current capital

20 requirements are, according Mr. Meyer, $39.2 million. The end product specification oflatan

21 Unit 2 will not include an owned unit train; rather, the trains will be leased as an ongoing

22 operating expense.

23 Q. Does Staff have a position on the decision to lease the railcars versus

24 buying them?

25

26

A.

Q.

Not at this time.

Mr. Meyer states on page 59 concerning the decision to lease the railcars: "[it]

27 will result in a savings to KCPL's customers in this rate case." Is this an accurate statement?

28 A. Yes. The Iatan Unit 2 project will have $39.2 million less invested capital in it

29 reducing the total amount to be recovered from ratepayers in rate base. However, the

30 customers will still pay for the leases of the railcars over the life ofthe plant.
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1 Additionally, by moving the cost of the railcars, a change in scope, to general project

2 contingency, actual cost variances are masked from fully impacting the total forecasted cost of

3 the project, as can be seen in the chart of the July 2009 reforecast in Mr. Meyer's

4 rebuttal testimony. The effect is that the completed Iatan Unit 2 will have less owned

5 equipment, namely the railcars, for the same amount ofmoney.

6 RATE CASE EXPENSE

7

8

Q.

A.

Mr. Majors, why has Staffnot included any rate case expenses for GMO?

Due to significant delays in obtaining invoices, Staff has not been able to

9 review GMO's expenses incurred in the current rate case for prudence or reasonableness.

10

11

Q.

A.

Did Staff request invoices paid for rate case expenses?

Yes. Staff requested all rate case expense invoices in Staff Data Request

12 No. 154 in this case on July 20, 2010. On August 9, 2010, GMO provided the following

13 response to the request for invoices:

14 ...To provide all invoices is a voluminous request. If a specific vendor
15 invoice or invoices is required, please advise.

16 Staff then submitted Staff Data Request No. 154.1 on November 16, 2010, to narrow

17 GMO's review for rate case invoices over $5,000. GMO responded on December 3, 2010.

18 In the response, GMO provided only "face sheets" for a significant amount of legal invoices,

19 which are insufficient and incomplete for the Staff to complete a review for reasonableness

20 and prudence.

21 Q. What are "face sheets"?
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1 A. Face sheets are essentially cover sheets that vendors attach to invoices

2 for services, and only provide a summary of the services supplied and the lump sum due for

3 said services.

4 Q. Why are "face sheets" problematic when reviewing rate case expense for

5 reasonableness and prudence?

6 A. Face sheets are problematic because they make no mention of hourly rates,

7 hours worked and by which vendor employee, a description of the work performed, and any

8 additional expenses incurred by the vendor to complete the service. The Staff cannot even

9 begin a review for reasonableness and prudence from such sheets.

10 Q. Can you provide an example of what GMO gave Staff as invoice support for in

11 this case for rate case expense?

12 A. GMO's December 3, 2010, response stated ..... see the attached CD for aU

13 invoices over $5,000 as requested" Schedule 3 is one example of the documents GMO

14 submitted as the response to the data request. Schedule 3 is a "Check Request". It makes no

15 mention of the hourly rates charged, the number of hours worked, a description of the work

16 done and by whom, or any additional expenses incurred by the vendor to perform the work.

17 Staff would need that information for any review of prudence or reasonableness. Schedule 4

18 is a "face sheet" submitted for an invoice, but again, the sheet provides no specifics on hourly

19 rates, hours worked, description of the work done, or expenses.

20 Staff submitted yet another Data Request on December 18, 2010, to obtain copies of

21 the invoices it should have received in August 2010. Staff Data Request No. 154.2 requested

22 a full and complete copy of the invoices which should have been provided in Data Request

23 NO.154.1. Staff received invoice support for rate case expense on December 30, 2010,
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lover five months after the initial request. At this time, the Staff has not verified if GMO

2 provided a complete response to the third follow-up request.

3 Q. What amount of rate case expense did GMO propose in its direct case, updated

4 through June 201O?

5 A. For its 2010 rate case, GMO deferred $1.9 million of rate case expenset

6 for MPS and L&P combined, including costs incurred after the we-up of Case

7 No. ER-2009-0090. GMO requests an amortization of these costs over two years for an

8 annual amortization ofapproximately $950,000.

9 Q. What level of rate case expense does KCPL and GMO project through the

10 true-up?

11 A. The table below is KCPL and GMOts projected rate case expense deferral

12 through the "remainder of this case" from their respective updated workpapers:

Company Total

KCPL 7.214.541

MPS 2,073.235

L&P 1.744,890

Total 2010 Rate Case $ 11.032,666
13

14 These totals are only for the 2010 rate case. They are significantly higher than the prior rate

15 case expense deferrals:

Company Total

KCPL 1t045,991
MPS 280,801

L&P 187,412

Total 2008 Rate Case $ 1.514.203
16
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1 Staff has spent submitted data requests for invoice support for rate case expenses that have

2 increased to over seven times the prior cases expenses, but has not received a significant

3 number of invoices, particularly for legal expenses.

4

5

Q.

A.

Does the Staff expect to include any rate case expenses from this rate case?

Yes. However, given the significant delay in receiving complete invoices,

6 Staff has not examined the prudence and reasonableness of GMO's rate case expenses.

7 Staff expects to receive invoices through the true-up date in this case, December 31, 2010.

8 Assuming GMO's December 18,2010 response was complete, and the Staff receives

9 complete invoices through the true-up date, the Staff anticipates it can include an amount for

10 prudent and reasonable rate case expenses incurred.

11 Q. Other than not receiving invoices, does Staff take any other issue with rate case

12 expense?

13 A. Yes. KCPL procured legal services from no less than 9 vendors, which GMO

14 charged to Missouri rate case expense. The following table is a list oflega! vendors that Staff

15 is aware of:

DUANE MORRIS
FISCHER & DORTIY

MORGAN LEWIS & BOCKIUS UP
POLSINELLI SHALTON FLANIGAN SUELTHAUS PC
SClllFF HARDIN LLP

SKADDEN ARPS SLATE MEAGHER & FLOM LLP
SONNENSCHEIN NATIl & ROSENTHAL LLP
SPENCER FANE BRITf & BROWNE UP

STINSON MORRISON HECKER LLP

16

17

18

Q.

A.

Q.

Were any of these vendors charged to GMO rate case expense?

Yes.

Did Staff review any legal invoices from these vendors?
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1 A. Schedule 4 is an example of an invoice from Morgan Lewis & Bockius. For

2 reasons described above, the Staff cannot determine the reasonableness and prudence of the

3 incomplete invoices.

4 Q. Did the Kansas Corporation Commission (KCC) take any issue with

5 KCPL's level ofeate case expense in the Kansas companion case to this one?

6 A. Yes. KCC Docket No. 1O-KCPE-415-RTS was KCPL's last rate case in for its

7 Kansas operations. I have attached the relevant section of the KCC order as Schedule 5.

8

9

Q.

A.

If the KCC does not regulate GMO, why is their order relevant?

Several of the vendor invoices KCPL charged to rate case expense were from

10 the same vendors that GMO charged to Missouri rate case expense. As described below, the

11 KCC did not include rate case expense for some of those vendors.

12

13

Q.

A.

Please describe the rate case expense issue in Kansas.

The KCC appeared to have some of the same difficulties Staff has had in

14 obtaining detailed information to make a review of charges by specific consultants

15 and attorneys.

16 The KCC noted that:

17 The attempt to determine rate case expense is hampered by a lack of
18 detailed information in the record...Because that detailed information is
19 not contained in this record, the Commission has considered denying
20 recovery ofall rate case expense in this proceeding.

21 The KCC goes on to state:

22 In deciding to take this course, the Commission has concluded that the
23 amount of rate case expense established in this Order for KCPL to
24 recover from its ratepayers will be Interim Rate Relief.

25 The KCC estimated total rate case expense costs of $7.2 million. Of this amount, $5 million

26 was estimated for legal services alone.
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1

2

Q.

A.

What determination did the KCC eventually make regarding rate case expense?

The KCC identified several vendors whose work was not fully documented or

3 duplicative, and excluded them from rate case expense. The Kansas Corporation Commission

4 did not include any expenses for NextSource, The Communication Counsel of America,

5 Duane Morris, and Morgan Lewis & Bockius. The KCC noted the duplicative nature of

6 Ms. Barbara Van Gelder's services. and determined that recovery of those expenses would be

7 unjust and unreasonable. The KCC found the expenses requested for the services of

8 Schiff Hardin "particularly troubling."

9 The KCC concluded that $4.5 million was an appropriate amount of rate case expense,

10 exclusive of costs for the KeC and Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board (CURB), $1.7 million

11 less than what KCPL requested.

12

13

Q.

A.

Has Staffmade any conclusions concerning rate case expense?

Due to GMO's delay in providing complete invoices, Staff at this time cannot

14 support any level of rate case expense. As I explained in by rebuttal testimony, Staff will

15 update rate case expense through the true-up, provided that GMO submits complete invoices

16 for the Staff to review. At that time. the Staff can complete a thorough review of the invoices

17 received.

18 IATAN UNIT 1 AND 2 REGULATORY ASSETS

19 Q. In Mr. Weisensee's rebuttal testimony on pages 1-2, he explains that Staff did

20 not include the Iatan Unit 1 and latan Unit 2 regulatory assets. Why did Staff not include

21 these assets or the amortization thereof?

22 A. I explain Staff's position concerning the Iatan Unit 1 regulatory asset in my

23 rebuttal testimony. Staff's proposed disallowances of the costs of both the Iatan Unit 1 AQCS
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1 project and the latan Common Plant essentially remove the need for construction accounting

2 on the plant expenditures not included in rates in the prior case.

3 I explain Staffs position concerning the Iatan Unit 2 regulatory asset in Staff's Cost of

4 Service Report. I agree with Mr. Weisensee's statement: "Staff will include the Iatan 2

5 regulatory asset in rate base in the True Up, including annualized amortization expense,

6 subject to Staff's review for reasonableness."

7 JEFFREY ENERGY CENTER REBUILD PROJECT

8

9

10

11

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Are you the same Keith Majors who prefiled direct testimony in this matter?

Yes.

What is the purpose ofyour surrebuttal testimony?

The purpose of my testimony is to rebut GMO witness witnesses

12 Terry Hedrick and Leonard Ruzicka concerning the Jeffrey Energy Center (JEe) Flue Gas

13 Desulphurization (FGD) rebuild project.

14

15

Q.

A.

Briefly describe your proposed adjustment in that report.

Staff proposed an adjustment of $4.8 million to GMO's plant in service

16 relating to the JEC FGD rebuild project. The adjustment removes inappropriate and

17 unreasonable costs related to the project's general contractor - Powerplant Maintenance

18 Specialists, Inc. (PMSI)

19

20

Q.

A.

Who is the operating partner ofJEC?

WestarEnergy (Westar) is the operating partner ofJEC. GMO owns 8% ofthe

21 three unit plant. Westar operates the power plant, performs maintenance duties, as well as

22 capital additions as needed. For clarity, throughout my surrebuttal testimony, I refer to
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Westar, keeping in mind that GMO, as a joint owner, IS responsible for 8% of all

expenditures.

Q. Did PMSI offer a mechanism to Westar for financial assurance?

A. Yes. Attached as Schedule 6 is a letter from PMSI dated April 12, 2007,

approximately one month before the contract between PMSI and Westar was executed. The

following appears on page 1:

**

**

Q. Did PMSI offer a commitment to Westar regarding scheduling?

A. Yes. The following appears on page 3 of the same document:

**

**

Q. What role did Burns & McDonnell perform on the JEe FGD project?

A. Bums & McDonnell was the owner's engineer and provided construction

management services. Burns & McDonnell is the author of the monthly reports that are

referenced throughout my testimony.

Q. Was PMSI mobilized to the site on the date recommended by Burns &

McDonnell?

NP
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1

2

3

4

A.

Q.

•• --------------------------

**

On page 7 of his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Ruzicka makt?S the following

5 conclusion: ** _

6 ** Do

7 you agree with his conclusion?

8

9

10

11

12

13

A. No. **

14 __ ** The following are excerpts from those status reports regarding PMSI delays; the

15 emphasis for each report has been added by Staff:

16 ** _

17 •

18
19
20
21
22 •
23
24
25

26 •
27
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1 Q. According to his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Ruzicka was retained by KCPL

2 "to determine the appropriateness of the awarding of a contract to Powerplant Maintenance

3 Specialists, Inc. ("PMSf') ..." Did his review encompass any documents memorializing the

4 risks and circumstances you described?

5

6 **

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

A. No. Staff requested and obtained all documents reviewed by Mr. Ruzicka.

••

Q. Please summarize your position on this issue.

A. •• _

••
Q. Does that conclude your surrebuttal testimony?

A. Yes, it does.
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CSC.14

Construction Cost Contingency Tracking System

Mr. John F. Rowe, PE

T
he author will present an oblective, finward-looking
cost contingency backing system (CTS) that uses
readily available cost information and a simple
spreadsheet format. Using the CfS, project man·

agers can assign contingency to construction conttacbi, track its
consumption and manage a reserve for upcoming wade. The
paper will discuss the development of roles, using the perceived
risk of each construction conwdct, to assign an initial contingency
value to each construction contract. The author will then describe
setting up the CTS using this initially assigned contingency value,
basic cost information and COst trends from field staff. Once in
place, project managc::rs can use the CTS to assess II project's over
all budget health and focus on contracts that require special atten
tion. The crs can also be used to calculate the estimated cost at
completion fur each contract to provide early warning of overruns.
It has been successfully tested on ll. $1.4 billion rail and highway
improvement program.

phase of a capital pro[ect. This is accomplished by solving the
twin problems of how to assign cost contingency to each con·
struction contract and how to accurately forecast the final cost of
these contracts at I1ny given time.

The COJutruction phase is where the mbber nleets the road in
managing capital proiecb, The pace quickens, spending acceler
ates, and an unprepared project team can be left in the dust.
During the constOlction phase, the estimate at completion (EAC)
of the contract packages changes more quickly than at any other
phase of the project. A project manager must be able to detect
putential project contingency shortfalls in order to dOWMiCOpe or
otherwise rebuild contingency. Conversely, ifit becomes apparent
that excess L'ontingency will remain at the end of the pruject,
project managers should re..deploy tha.t capital to a more produc
tive usc as soon as possible.

ASSIGNING CON'I1NCENCYTO CONSTRUCTION
CONTRAars

Ry the start of the construction phase, final design should be
complete :.md most, if not all, ri.:ik lWociated with each contract
should result from change order growth occurring after contract
award. Since the engineer's estimate for a cllru;bUction contract is
ouly intended to predict the bid price of the contract, contingency
must be included in the contract budget In account for change
order growth.

Project managers should establish guidelines governing the
amount of change order contingency to he assigned to each con
tract. A sUNcy of past experience with change order growth on
completed contnlcts can provide a good basis fur setting these
S\lidelines. 'l'ypicaUy, since different types ofcontrac:ts contain dif
ferent levels of change order risk, initi21 contingency guidelines
should tale illl: contract type into account. Table I shows an
fX.illUple set ofguidelines by contract type-the details will vary by
project. Using established guidelines, the project learn can quick
ly determine the desired contingency value to usign to each con
tract as its design is completed. The same guidelines will be used
to Ieset the contingency based on the migimal contract value once
bids are received on each contract Th~ inili.al contingency value
(el) i.s a kt:y numerical input to the CTS.

CONI1NGENCY

The Association for Advancement of Cost Engineering
defines contingency as, "An amount added to the estimate to
allow for changes that experience shows will likely be
required"[5). TIle value of possible changes, and thus contin
gency. is proportional to the risle present in a project and this risle
drops as the design advances, construction contracts are nwarded,
and construction is complete<!. Figwe 1 shows a downward slop
ing channel that represents total project contingency over the life
cycle of a project. Typically. the baseline project budget is set at
some point in the proiect life cycle and project managers must
live within that contingency budget. Ideally, the bllseline budget
should not he sd until the project manager has a good handle On

the remaining project risk and can detennine II sufficient value of
contingency to include in the budgeI to cover that risk [1,2J.
Although beyond the scope of \'his paper, much has been written
about techniques to initially set the contingem:y budget including
expert opinion, Monte Carlo analysis. and other statistical meth
ods [3,4}. This paper will focus on managin~ that contingency
budget once it has been set, specifically during the construction

esc.li.•
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(equation I)

AN EMPIRICAL FORMULA FOR RETAINED
CONTINGENCY

lnhlinvely, the value of retained contingency (CiV should be
based on the initial contingency rCI) \I:Ilue assigned at contrnct
award. and 1.houlddrop as the contract is completed and risk drops.

fnldlll Ch8nge Ord.r
Contingency

ContnIct TVP8 {aa. "of~ CostJ

~~~-'!t ..~ ... _._ ..._0'"
•TypIe-1 ConatrucUon 10%

~.~~~~~---_._..------------------ ....._--

TunneIfJ .•. ._...._.. 16% __._.__.

"elY smaN Contlacts 20%

200; MOE lntemationaJ Tmnsactions
field-genetated Contnu:t Forecast (F}. This ~an be eJq)J'essed as
follows:

Figure I-Ploje« Contingency Should Decrase Over the Life
ofaProject

Table 1-Rmmple Cuide1ines for Initial Contingency
Assignment.

For simplicity, one could assign retained contingency (CIl.)
based on the assumption that risk drops linearly as a contract u
completed and is inversely related 1:0 the percent complek. A:; lin
example. at 80 percent complete 20 percent ofinitial contingency
(C1) would be retained to accouut for changes that have not yet
been identified. Inluitively. this linear lI~'Umption seenu COmeI

wtive, as we would expect that more than halfof the: change issues
shuuld have been identified at the SO percent completion point.

,......----------------------, In order to b:st the straight-line a.:;sumption and modify it if nec
essary, the author collected some real wurld datil.. Actual cost (A)
and contract forecast (F) data were collected over four years, on a
monthly basis, for 1, of the largest construction contracts on a
light mil cll;pansion program managed by the Valley
Transportation Authority ill Sail Jose. California. The contrac~

studied had a c(Jmbined V3lue of$257 million and covered a wiae
army of work including neavy civil and track, tunnel. elevated
structure, ~ation finish and overhead contact system constmction
contracb. .
For each mouthly Contract Forecast (F) reading, the Value of
Changes Forecast (~) at that time was calculated by subtracting
the Original Contract Amount (Co).

'f • Loc' • ~ • ..... . '

J iii ----
I.
'li

J11

••
lID
11
II 10

G
~.......

ACCURATE CONSlRUCTION CONTRACT
FORECASTING

(equation 2)

Once construction conttacts have been awarded, accurate
forecasts are needed to track contingency consumption. The peo
ple most able to provide accurate forecart infonnation for each
construction contract ate those closest to the action. These are
typically the resident engineers, project t.:onlroLs engineers, or
contract administnltotli with Qisect tesponsibility for day-to-<lay
construction management. Using either spreadsheets or special.
ized construction management softwdre, the field team should
maintain the most thorough contract forecast possible, given the
other demands 011 their time. This forecast should include the
original contract amount, approved change orders, pending
change orders, /lnd all identified cort issues. A well maintained
forecast will change from day to day as issues sre identified, nego
tiations lire completed, and costs are agreed upon. This field-gen
elated COlllnlct mrcCllst (F) is anothet important numelical input
lu the CTS.

From experience: we know that even the beJt field team will
not be IIble to forecast all the change issues snd associated costs
until very close to the end of construction. For this reason, to
develop an aecunde value for the estimate llt completion (EAC),
we must keep some retained contingency (CR) in addition to the

Once each contract is complete, the final contract amount (CF)
is known and the final wine of changes (L\.) can be calculated as
follows:

(equation 3)

The proportion of fiual changes forecast (~.) at each point in
time can be:: readily calculated usiug the final value of changes
(DF) as follows;

(equation 4)

Figure 2 show:; II scatter diagram with a toM of 2&2 monthly COOt

dinales for the: proportion of final changes forecast (~) on the y
axis (expressed as a percent) and percent complete (P) all the x-

CSC.l4.2
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Figure 3-Scatter DiagnPn &om Ftgure 2 With the Best-Fit Cum: and Equation.
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axi:i. (Values for P<5% and P>95% were excluded for clarity.)
The dashed line Oil the graph shows the straight-line assumption
we are testing.

Although the data points in our sample don't tl"dce out a per
fect curve, it is clear that the straight-line asswnption is not accu
rate and is probably loo conservative. In order to find a better solu
tion, the author employed the spreadsheet program's curve-fitting
fe.llture. The best-fit curve (Rz",o.46). showll in figure 3, is a nato
rallogarithmic function (In .. lo~) described as follows:

A/IF = 0.4 In(P) +1.0
(equation 5)

This equation provides a wIue for the proportion of final changes
Forecast (AtJr) expected to be included in the contract forecast (F)
as a function of percent complete (P). It should be noted that. for
values of percent complete (P) less than approximately 25percent.

Table 2-Values ofAw Resulting from the Empirical Equation.

Percant of Final

Percent Complele
ChallSles Included

In Contract
(P~ Forecast

(Acn= • 101)14)

10% 8%
20% ._._u.~-~~_~ ..--_ .. '''"30%'--''--'- 52%-- 40%- --

63%
50% 72%
60% 80%---""'-"10%'-'--- .-_...- 86%-----·

_·c '80%' .. - - -91%'
----"---'-90% '-"-96%'--- 100% -·----1'00%--

Table 3-An Example crs for a Simplified LislJt IWl Project.

the het.t-fit curve does not fit the data very well. For this reason,
and due to the fact that forecast data can be highly v:l.riable in the
early stages of contract eKecution, estimate at complete (EAC) val
ues derived from this equation and the contingency Tracking sys
tem (CTS). to be described shortly, should be considere<l. to he
unreliable unlil at least 25 percent completion is reached.
Natural log functions arc readily calculated by spreadsheet pr~
grams, and table 2shows the resulb of this equation for a range of
percent complete (P) values. The numerical results generated by
this empirical equation seem to be intuitively more accurate than
the straight-line assumption. as the proportion of final changes
forecast (6w) rises quicldy in the first baH of contract completion
as cost issues are identified and negotiated, then levels out as com·
pletion is reached.

As an example, for a contract tha.t is 50 percent compl~e.
table 2 shows that we can expect that a good contract Forecast (F)
figure has caphlred 72 percent of the fUUlI changes that will occur
on the contract. To account for the 28 percent of changes that
havt: not yet been forecast. we would simply retain 28 percent of
the initial contingency (el) value in addition to the contrllet fore
em (F) value. Since the value of AuF derived in our empirical
equation is expressed as a decimal, we would 5ubl:nlct it from one
to arrive at a value for retained contingency (CJJ. Mathematically,
retained contingency (CR) is derived as foUows:

ell"" (J-.1J1/')XCr
(equation 6)

Substitutmg in our empirical equation for ~.:

CR =[l-(OAln(P)+l.O]xCJ

(equation 7)

Simplifying the eqUlltiun results in the fonowing:

CR ;;;; -o.4ln(P) X C1

(equation 8)

NvIMrillaIlIlIlIICa CIdI:clIlII:IIdva.-
• " A 1;, ""/AiF.l-" c~ .·0.4t1J(1'l .c, 6J/C.,. .. c.. c...".sc

eam.:t coal*IDMo:~ Cull'lllt Cltr*t AcIldI lntiIl ........ R8lIIIIlIid ~It conano-IIC)'
NIl. IlIllgII ~ c:c.. CuIIn..-r c:omplAt Cont!lll't-r CompIlUDn IIItPIIIrICDellCtq

A,1oo ~lW.lIK..,.j~T""'" 625.000 &25JX1O 1l25.000 ~(IQCI 1i)Oft I) Il2UllO 0
AIft~AIkIclacI Ca!llr'\IInty I) 0 I) 0 o,~ 0 0 0

....."'-'"'nt UlI,lI8II -.aao SZS,DClO JI,IlII l00A • 4ZUIO I)

C1GO ChI.~_k ll-lndlcaplng 11,lIOO.ooo lU25.0a0 7.I13Q.QllO 1.00lUIOO 67.•'" 157,vo 11.4lI2.t1lI C482.o?O)
C2llO S1dGM a P.Itl .... RId- F.... UllCt.OOO 3.125,000 1.000.000 llOO.OOC 32.ft 138.732 3.281.1:102 Sll.2e8-
C8IIl CI\IIIAbI8lllII~ 2S.000 0 D I) o.CN 0 0 ~,lIllO

---~
14,US,1lOll 'l4,QIl,(IGO ..... 1.ao.tDO a"., 284,'7f12 'M,7M,7Ilt ,.".7QZ)

$1110 0MIIlAd~&,IMm 1.850.000 1.5tiOJlOll $O.GOO 1SlI.0lXl U~ ~.Cl39 1.15l1.1IM 11~"
&aIO COIlMled CamunicIIIln & Slg" 2.3llO.1100 2.lIOll,llllll 0 3OO.0lNI ~ JOG.CICIO 2,300,000 0- ~AllDcIIIed~ 2&.- ft CI II CUI'" ft 0 2GJIlIO

SalllMllltlNma J.t1l.CM aAIUOlI IIO,llIO
410_

iAII. lIDllm. 4JI/ill,UH (l1,D3IJ

2B9Il ~(Una1IoaIlIII}~ i.5Ollmo 0 0.1l'lI. 0 0 1.8110.000
8uIleqIllroJeetCotI-.ncy t.l00.00ll 0 • 0 '.0'1' 0 • ••-.000

1OTALt'AOJECT hO.JU.OOD t1a,az11,11C11 ...-.000 11.716,11C1lf 41.7110 AOlI7•• '1O,3H.7.' na.Ht
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'Ii ble 4 Numerical Inputs to the crsII

MJmtIIkIaJ Confnld
lllpat -~- StriaI/T_ IlWueIll U..

ourro.. 1:UlD8l.""'ICIl1llclJll b:IUde cIIa"Qe 0lIfer
WIliQll'tCilllll_~ ldllllllhl

e Pw.8ld ~OUId""•.
CMMt~

CulNIII~"",*",_......-aIll"":.~
~ Ill!0llgInII CCllIllId VWt· '*"~ (C,

U. lIINQl-,trJrtllt__....

SIll" til e. CuanI BuIIgIIl(8)" WIJ' oIwngll
P....etd QlIllD~1Q'~ 1n1hll: numbBr.

0rigInIII ClNlINel ArflotIIt ..~
c.-"-f F ~ 0IdaIt ..~PoIInlIIII CllInOH.

tN,.: 1lIIt lIIlW I1lOUfd not i'IcIUIIIt fI'lYasow.m:...... ~dIa/IgIII'" '*"IlOlWl'- /dMtfiI4.J
Cmltin- LiIIl w.-_.

Pt&.etl
~_.

~ A UN....AI:tUII Dr IIII:lrqd CoI1IIDr t/lll canlmct.
c.-fII'" dlPendlnO an wItIl'1l N111l1e fIIlm lhe -'.,.......

lIdMI
CcNIn_ ... ~UlO.

a..,.0I1lIr~ ildJdedlntha e-ra
It.ldgel

Pre-8ld
III#IeI c:. Uolhll GllllIIlgeIIlly~b.-l an IN
~ CllIIlnIcI rIBk type. III develop •~. IIdilt III

~ ...If III .... Original Cc!Iti'DIlt AnuMIIt.
IJ'le1""'- 2Sll.

Table 5-Ca1culated Values Used in the CTS

calculatedV..,.,. Oa#gnadon catciIMaIon De8CJ1p8Dn

COftIIHt fIINacJr P A/F .--of PlOg1'GU tI:lwV\I 0Ql'I\raGl~
0IlInIU~ elIPf8Iledua~.

,.",.",..,
This eqUlllan llIIIt derived empirically. CIl _ an

ex • 0.4 'n(P) X C I IIIowance far~ dJllrue& thai hIrte not yet been
~ .,.. (ForM ell ee,)

.e.ti.... "
Col1IrKtutImIIlldera. COftJIlIeliOn lhat talr.n Irdo

EAC f+CA ICll:UWII all~ d\aQgH plus Ine-,.1etIon IllGwMce for ltIU'a Ilttarlget.

A~prajaCIId IrnpacI 011 plOjed conIiI'Iger'K;,.
CoII",,-, ~~(ddcIt)..lIreM1\t~o1

Ceo B-E projlCt CXIl'd!ngemoy wlilB posttlw'e vailes ($UrpIus)
$~ ind"-*ac:II that lri1 Mum~ lila III

Iho ptDj1lct upon ~leliOl1.

THE CONTINGENCYTRACIONG SYSTEM (CTS)

We now have 1111 the prerequisites in place for a oonstmction
phase contingency tracldng system (CTS).

the construction category of project costs since, during the con
struction phase. this is where the vast maiority of ri~ remain~.

lable 3 shows the CTS :IS applied to 11 simplified project, in this
~mple a small light rail project. At firn glance, it looh some
what complex bUll:l~ will be shown, it consists of readily available
numerical inputs and values derived from these inputs with sim-

The contingency tracking system (CfS) was developed to pIe calculations.
provide an up-oto-date snapshot of remai.ning cost contingency on The rows of the crs represent construction contracts and
a large rail and highway expansion program, The goal was to pro- contingcm.y line items that are organized by contract type. In this
vide an objective measure of remaining contingency that lakes example, an allocated conting~ncy line is included in each COn

into llccount the latest forecast cost fur each component CO?- struction category as well as a proiect contingency line at the OOt
structiou contract as w4!:ll as an allowallce for changes that WIll tom. The specifiC!! ofhow ,"'Ontingency is deployed across the proi
likely occur but have not yet been identified. The CTS had to be ed C2legories llre a matter of prefefence, hut the CTS can be
simple to understand 50 that it would be accepted by a number of adapted to any scenario.
project stal:eholdcllI, and easily maintained 5Q as not to present a
recurring burden to the project controls staff..n ecrs focuses on

CSC.14.5
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(equation 8)

The contracts in table 3 range in progress from pre-bid
(5200), ioactive (C 100, C200, and SIOO), to completed (AIOO) in
order to demonstrate how the CTS treals each twe. Totals for
each column are shown by category and at the bottom line. The
columns arc organked inlo two groups: numcrical inpnls and cal
culated values.

NUMERICAL INPtrfS TO THE CTS

The numerical inputs to the CTS should all be readily avail·
able information from either the project cost report or forecast
tepoJ1::l maintained by field construction management st.atI.
These numerical inputs are liS follows and are summarized in
table -\ for handy reference:

Current Budget (B)
Taken from the proiect cost report, it should include an budg

et transfers/changes that resulted from the evolution of contract
scope up until contract award and, as discussed., should also
include an amount to cover cha!l{:e orders. When bids are
received and the contract is awarded, the budget should be re-set
to equal the original contract amount plus an initial contingency
(C1) by tral1SferriIl{!; budget to/from allocated and/or project co.n
tingency. Ideally, this buClget will not be changed again until the
contract is completed and excess budget is returned to contin
gency.

CuIretd Fmecaat (F)
Before a contract is bid, this will equal the CUHeDt budget,

less the amount included to cover change orders, After CDntract
award, field construction management personnel typically main
tain the current forecast as previously discussed. Note that the cur~
rent forecast should not include any factors to predict the value of
unidentified changes, as the CTS will ac(:ount for these.

htuaJ Costs (A)
Taken from the project cost report. TIle value ofall payments

made on a given COllwct as of the date the CTS is being updat
ed.

lnil:ial Cooiingeocy (O,)
Before a contract is bid, thc initial contingencyguidelines dis

cussed earlier moe typically employed to develop the Initial
Contingency (C,) value based on the engineer's estimate. When
bids are received and I:he contract is awarded. C, is recalculated
using the same guidelines applied to the bid amount. Note that.
while the other numerical inputs are updated on a regular basis,
initial contingency is a static nwnber that will not change once
contract award is made.

CALCU1..ATED VALUES USED IN THE CTS

The Grs takes the numerical inputs described above to
derive calculab:d values that are ultimately used to arrive at the
total contingency av.ulable after taking construction cost trends

into account. These calculatea \/Ulues are lllI follows and are sum
marized in table 5 ror handy reference:

Contract Peramt Completl: (p)
There are many ways to ascertain progress toward complehon

ofconstruction contracts. For simplicity, tneCTS relies on Actu:ll
Costs (A) and the Current Forecast (F') to generate this number as
follows:

P=AIF
(equation lJ}

Retained Contingency (OR>
This calculation i& at the heart of the CTS. It represents II

forecast value of change orders that have not yet been identified
by I:he construction management ream but that we anticipate
from experience will sooner or later be encountered. As derived
earlier. this number is a natural 10 . calculated as fol·
lows' . V

. 1~"U.L-

C
R

=- -O.41n(P»( C/'·····"-"" h...l1 ,..J4it~C.l

l. ~u f,.~\.d~
This fonnula provides invalid results for a :zero value of per

cent complete (P). In this case, the value of initial contingency
(Cj ) should be used.

&timate at Completion (EAC)
TI1is number is simply the sum cl the current forecast (F)

provided by our field construction management staff and
Retained Contingency (CR). The estimate at completion (RAC)
is calculated as equation I demonstrates.

The author has used this EAC value as an early warning of
contrlu;1li tnat are trending toward exceeding agency contract
authorization limits. It often provides a waming several months
before an overrun becomes readily apparent, but tends to be Untt

liable until a contract is at least 25 percent complete, liS discu~ed

earlier. .

CootingeDcy SwpluaJDe5cit (OSlO)
By compElling the estimate at completion (RAC) to the cur

rent budget (B) we can detennine whether a given contract ill
trending tuwards adding to or depleting proiect conlingcllCY. The
contingency surplus/deficit (Cs..n) is calculated liS fullows:

CSID =B-F
(equation ]0)

When the contingency surplus/deficit (CsJo) is totaled across
all construction contracts, allocated contingc:ncy lines and the
project contingency line, the resulting value represents a good
estimate of contingency aV:Jilat,le for non-construction project
categories (e.g. right~f-way, desigu, Ilnd management).

The "punch line" of our CIS example is shown in the bot
tom right comer of tablc 3. This number represents the contin
gency available for other project risks after construction rislcs are

CSG.li.6
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assumptions and cakullitions that underpin it to the point that
they CllIl understand and trust its resulb. There is no putpOse in
setting up and maintaining the crs if pro;ect stakellOIders have
no understanding of or faith in it and are unwilling to act on its
results.

A
s listed at the beginning of this paper, contingency is
defined as an amuunt added to the budget to account
for changes !:hat ineviblbly OCl,.'Ur. Using pre-e.~tab

lisned guidelines, we can establish a percentage of the
original bid to initially include in our contract budget to account
for change order growth. We have seen that, to derive an accurate
estimate at completion (RAe) for each construction conbact, we
must start with a thorough contract furecast and add a retained
portion of the initially established change order contingency to
account for changes that have not yet been identified. A fonnula
feu calculating the retained contingency value was then derived
based on a ~mple of ~l-worlddata. By comparing EAC's calcu
lated in this way with the current budget for each contract, we can
determine the amount each contract will add to or subtract from
pToject rontingency. FirulUy, by summing these impacts over all
contracts and contingency lines, a bottom-line vallie of project
contingency available for uou-cunstruct:ion uses Clm be obtained.

The contingency nacking system (CTS) combines all of
these steps infO a compact and easily maintainable spreawheet
table. Using the CTS, project managen no'Je a guide to the
expe<.:l:ea final cost of each contract and the approximate wlue of
project CQntingellCY left after accounting for consfrtJctinn risks.
This ability to see into the future will selVe project managers well
as they navigate the many ob~tacles standing ill the wayo£ suc
cessful project delivery.

covered. In the exam~le, although the budgeted proieck contin
gency is $1.5 million, the CTS shows that only about $1.0 million
in contingency is actually available for non-construction project
risks. The crs is forecasting that the construction contracts will
consume $0.5 million of project contingency to complete.

Note that:, in the example project depicted in table 3, the
lola! bottom-line value for retained contingency (CRJ is approxi
mately $0.8 million. Recall, that thil is the amount the CTS is
adding to the fidd-generated contBct forecasts to account fm
unidentified changes. Therefore, a project manager who rdied
solely on the field-generated forecasts to calculate EAC's would
think that $l.8 million in contingency W'dll available. If a scope
addition valued at $1.25 million was approved, it might lead to a
nasty suqnlse, as t:cmtruction contrncts progressed and additional
changes were identified, resulting in an overrun of the project
budget.

ADVANTACES AND UMITATIONS OFnm CTS

The main advantage of the CTS is its simplicity. It does not
require advanced mathematics, statistics, or comput~r program
ming abilities to set up and maintain. This simplicity makes it eas
ier to explain to and achieve buy-in from project stakeholders for
the results tlut it generates. The basis for the Retained
Contingency (CR} calculation at the heart of the CTS is a set of
rea14 world data, and the results pass the reasonableness tel;t. The
simple spreadsheet format and readily available numerical inputs
make maintenance quite easy, which is important because the
CTS should be updated on a regular basis in order to spot trends
eady. Another advantage is that the CTS provides an objective
reading of remaining contingency, generated in a consistent man
ner from month to month. The only subjective input to the crs
is the initial contingency (CI) value for each contract,. and even
that results from the application ofa pre-delermined set of guide
lines and is set just one time for the life of the cuntract. Individual
judgment can be applied \0 the values that result £tom the CTS,
but the objectivity and consistency of the calculation method is
important given the high stakes involved in managing project
contingency.
As discussed, the retained contingency (Ga) calculation at the 1.
heart of the CTS was derived empirically from real world data on
a light rail project. That data did not conform perfectly to a
smooth CUNe; hence there is bound to be SOme inaccuracy in the 2.
empirical equation that resulted from it. However, Ibe results
shown ill table 2 seem to be intuitive~ more representative of
reality than the simplified straight-line ternate assumption. The 3.
fact that the data used to derive the calculation came from light
rail projects may limit its usefulness in other sectors, e.g. building
construction. More study is needed here, with forecast data col
lection and analysis in other sectors of constroction necessary to 4.
verify or modifY the retained contingency (CR) calculation as
appropriate. Also, as mentioned earlier. the estimate at comple~ 5.
tion (EAC) calculation can produce inaccurate results on an indi.
vidual contract basis prior to appToximately 25 percent comple-
tion due to inconsistent forecart infornlation and poor correlation
of the model in the early stages of contract execution.

& with any mathematical aystem, the crs is only as good as
the data that goes into it. The most inlpormnt and hardest numer
ical input to come by is an accurate current forecast (F) for each
contract If reHable: current forecast numbers are not available,
the crs will be of limitfd vallie, Finally, although simple, the
CTS does require that C<lnsumen of its output be edu~lI.ted Oil the
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KaM.aS Cily Power and Ught

CHECK REQUEST

_Oep""",,--a_rtm_en_t:_Law 1~1\~OIII~1~~OmI2ImlmlnWRRlft~IUI----D-ate-:__51_14/_200_9__
~ f 'f"lr TOTAL DOLlAR AMOUNT: $141,119.77

! TO:,---------------------------------------------,
Name: Pegasus Global Holdings, Inc

Address-1: A.ttention: Brenda Pearson

Adclress-2, 1750 Emerik Road

CUy; Cle Elum

EXPLANATORY INFORMATION:

AltachmanlS (It (lily)

Spedal Roullng Ins1ructlcll$ (If any)

Dale Check Needed:

State: WA

Ptease contact Natasha WOOds @ 2715 for pick up

DETAIL INFORMATION OF EXPENSE AND NAME OF INCMDUAL IF APPUCASLE:

KCPL MO, KCPL KS, and GMO Electric Rate Cases

Invoice numbers 04-2006 and 06-2006

1/iX If) - ~-tJ~70w#
CR168~05KCPL

Vendor
Number

- For Accounting Department Use Only *.
Loc Acet Invoice Number

Code Date

Line Dept
(3) Char

1 •...•~~~ .

Amt. $30.780.84

Account
(6) Char

Product Project Activity 10
(5) Char (5-15) Char !5-8) Char

..... ~Q9.19...... ..~~~9J_~._ ._...J!P.QG.11.. _•..
Desc. KCPl MO Rate Case

Category
(3) Char

862.. _- - .

2

Amt.

3

Amt.

.....~~.....
$94.948.50

662... -...... -.....
$7,695.22

928012- ...... ---.. --- ........ .~ ~.~1~. . ..M~.~~._ ..... ~~Q9.1~ .....
Desc. KCPL KS Rate Case

......~~~!l ._ B~G_-.~'='.~.. .. _;_~~~ .
Desc. GMO Electric Rate Case

.....~~~... _-

.....~9~ .....

~,~:.I\..W"ii~rL-_-------
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Department:

TO:

Law

Kansas cny Power allClltght

CHECK REQUEST

Date: 5/1412009

TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT: $ :< 412

State: WA

Name: Pegasus Global Holdings, Inc

AddTess-1: Attention: Brenda Pearson

Address-2: 1750 Ernerlk Road

City: CIa Elum

EXPLANATORY INFORMAll0M:

ZIp Code: 98922-

AtladlmenlS (If any)

Special RCIIJIing lnt;tructIoos (rt any)

Dale Olel;k Needed:

Please contact Natasha Woods @ 2715 for prck up

05/15109 PLEASE RUSH

DETAIL INFORMATION OF EXPENSE AND NAME OF INDMDUAL IF APPUCABLE:

KePL MO, KePL KS, and GMO Electric Rate Cases

Invoice numbers 04-2006 and 06-2006

Vendor
Number

ACCOUNnNG DISTRIBUnON:

"'* For Accounting Department Use Only **
Loc Acel Invoice Number

Code Date

Amt. _$...7....,6~9-"'5=.2:...:.1 _

2

line Dept
(3) Char

1 662

Account
(6}Char

928012

PrDduet Project Activity ID
(5) Char (5-15) Char (5-6) Char
5001 0 REG- EX055

••••_••••-.----.__ '.' ..~l:_?-_____ _ p_ •• ••••.

Desc. GMO Electric Ra1e Case - St. Joe

-_...-,,-------_.

CategotY
(3) Char

860

AmI.

3

Amt.

$

$

Oesc. _

Desc:.

~IIon&SIgnMure: _

Prll\t Name: .MArk G EnqIjlh
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Morgan, lewis & BoddllSlJJ'
1111 Pennsy\'o'ania Avenue, tNJ
Was}inglon, DC 20004
Tet 202.739.3000
Fax; 2Q2.739.3OO1
Fed Tax 10: 23-0891050
www.morgarHwls.oom

December 17, 2009

. . LJIA~'
Wilham G RiglPns. Gcncral Counsel
Kansas City Power & Light Co
P.O. Box 418679
Kansas City, MO 64141-9679

Su mmary of Services for the period ended November 30. 2009:

Rc: bum Jbte Proceediug

Fees

Total Current Period Charges

.J

Morgan Lewis
COUN$I'LOIlS AT I.AW

Invoice No. 2253213
Account No. 049331-0003

SCHEDULE 4



2010.11.22 15=38:37
Kansas Cot~ration Conniission
".'S'- Susan K. Duffy

THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF KANSAS

Before Commissioners: Thomas E. Wright, Chairman
Joseph F. Harkins
Ward Loyd

In the Matter of the Application )
of Kansas City Power & Light Company )
to Modify its Tariffs to Continue the )
Implementation of its Regulatory Plan )

DocketNo.IO-KCPE-415-RTS

ORDER: 1) ADDRESSING PRUDENCE; 2) APPROVING
APPLICATION, IN PART; & 3) RULING ON PENDING REQUESTS

The above captioned matter is before the State Corporation Commission of the State of

Kansas (Commission) for consideration and decision. Having examined its files and records,

and being fully advised in a1\ matters of record, the Commission makes the following findings of

fact and conclusions of law:

1. BACKGROUND

A. General

On December 17,2009, Kansas City Power & Light Co. (KePL or the Company) moo

the captioned Application for a rate change per K.S.A. 66-117 and K.A.R. 82-1-231. The current

docket represents the fourth and fmal rate case in the series of four rate applications that were

contemplated in the Stipulation and Agreement (1025 S&A or Regulatory Plan) that was

approved by the Commission in Docket No. 04-KCPE-l 025-GIE. The Regulatory Plan

represented a collaborative effort and resulted in KCPL committing to make substantial

investments in its electric infrastructure over a five-year period.

In the 1025 Docket. KCPL, the Commission, the Staffof the State Corporation

Commission of the State of Kansas (Staff), the Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board (CURB). and.

1
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The Commission approves specific adjustments to the Spanos Study as proposed by

Dunkel. Otherwise, the Commission adopts the recommendations contained in the Spanos Study.

To summarize these decisions, Staffhas prepared a list ofdepreciation rates by account that is

attached to this Order as Exhibit III.

13. Rate Case Expense

Several issues have been raised involving rate case expense. First, KCPL has amortized

Kansas rate case expense over four years for each ofKCPL's three prior rate cases under the

Regulatory PIan. beginning with the effective date of new rates in each case. Staffwitness Hun

recommended a decrease in KCPL's annual cost of service of $370,026 based on a re-

amortization of the balancc of deferred costs from these prior rate cases. Annual additions or

subtractions of rate case costs have created layers within this asset account with each layer

amortized separately. Total amortization expense for each rate case varies depending on what

layer or layers were included in the expense calculations. Hull proposed the unamortized

balance of the Deferred Rate Case Costs as of December 31,2010, be amortized over a four-year

period to ensure KCPL will not collect more than the authorized amount in its cost of service

from the amortization period of the various layers of COSt.
3IS CURB agreed with Staffs proposal

but urged this decision be deferred to a later docket reviewing rate case expense for Docket 09·

246 and this docket.J 16

KCPL witness Weisensee opposed this approach, noting costs from each case are

amortized as a separate "vintagell and will not be completely amortized until December 20 II,

July 2013, and November 2014. If amortization of one vintage is completed during an interim

period between this rate case and KCPL's next case, Weisensee proposed. the over-amortization

3i5 HuH Direct. pp. 3-4 and Exh. KSH-l.
He; CURB Proposed Findings, pp. 79-80.
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can offset the remaining rate case costs in other vintages, noting Staffs method will lengthen the

time for KCPL to recover these costS.317

The Commission finds Staffs proposal is reasonable and will ensure that ratepayers are

only responsible for rate case expense incurred for these prior cases. The Commission rejects

KCPL's proposal to apply over-amortization to remaining rate case costs in other vintages. The

Commission adopts Staff's adjustment to re-amortize the balance of the deferred rate case costs

and directs that KCPL's annual cost of service be decreased by Staff's adjustment to reflect this

re-amortization.

Second, CURB asked the Commission to adjust KepL's claim for rate case expense costs

associated with Docket 09-246. CURB witness Crane asserted KCPL estimated its rate case

costs would be approximately $800,000 for the Kansas jurisdiction for Docket 09-246 but now

asks to recover $2,314,299 for rate case expense, an increase ofalmost 200%. Crane recognized

issues arose during Docket 09-246 that lead KCPL to engage additional witnesses; issues

included costs associated with Iatan Unit 1 environmental upgrades and with Iatan Unit 2, use of

budgeted versus actual cost data, and common plant allocations. But in her opinion some hourly

rates were excessive. She recommended shareholders be responsible for 50% ofrate case

expense costs claimed for Docket 09-246, which is still 44% higher than the original estimated

costs.318

Wiesensee agreed Crane identified those issues resulting in higher than anticipated rate

case expense, but he disagreed the costs were excessive. The Iatan-related issues were complex

and the procedural schedule in Docket 09-246 was amended to include additional testimony and

oral argmnents. He noted $2 million ofrate case costs were incurred in the final eight months

)l7 Weisensee Rebuttal, pp. 33-34.
11K Crane Direct, pp. &6-81.
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before new rates took effect and the month following implementation, with over $500,000

incurred in the fmal two months.3ill Of the $2.3 million ofcosts for Docket 09·246, combined

costs for the KCC and CURB totaled $746,000.320

The Commission concludes KCPL will be allowed to recover rate case expense costs

requested for Docket 09-246. Crane recognized the issues to be addressed during proceedings in

Docket 09-246 increased in number and complexity, requiring additional expert witnesses to be

engaged and further proceedings to be conducted. Although requiring shareholders to share

some rate case expenses with ratepayers is appropriate in some situations, the Commission will

not require this in Docket 09-246.

Third, CURB opposed KePL's claim for recovery of certain FERC-jurisdictional costs

for rate case expense relating to transmission fonnula rate cases. These costs involve FERC

cases in which KCPL is establishing transmission rates that affect its retail and fum wholesale

customers. This annualized cost is allocated to Kansas, Missouri, and full-requirements finn

wholesale jurisdictions based on the Energy allocation discussed by Weisensee. FERC does not

allow these costs to be deferred and amortized but instead requires the costs to be expensed as

incurred.32l Crane recommended recovery ofFERC-jurisdictional costs be denied because the

only rationale given for their recovery in Kansas·jurisdictional rates was an inability to recover

them elsewhere.322 Weisensee noted Crane misunderstood his prior testimony in which he

discussed FERC's requirement regarding deferral versus expense to illustrate rate case expense is

treated differently for FERC rate cases than for Kansas retail rate cases. FERC allows recovery

of these costs, but KCPL must annualize them in its Kansas retail rate case similar to any other

319 Wiesensee Rebutta~ p. 36.
32U Weisensee Rebuttal, pp. 3'1~3S.

321 Weisensee Direct, pp. 60-61.
322 Crane Direct, pp. 88A89.
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I ~
costs. Kansas retail customers should pay for properly allocated FERC transmission rate case

expense incurred to establish transmission rates.323 The Commission frods KCPL's request to

recover FERC transmission rate case costs is proper and approves their recovery.

Last, the Commission must determine what rate case expense costs to pass through to

KCPL ratepayers for this rate case. No party recommended a specific adjustment to rate case

expense. Staffnoted an adjustment for rate case expense could not be reasonably estimated at

the time Staff's testimony was filed and stated these costs can be trued.up later in the proceeding.

Staff recommended amortizing rate case expense over a four-year period324

Crane expected this last rate case under the Regulatory Plan to have higher costs than the

three prior rate cases, but asserted the Company would have taken this into account in estimating

tate case expense of $2.1 million, noting no new issues have arisen that were a Surprise.32S

During the hearing, CURB opposed allowing any amount above KCPL's initial request for $2.1

million in tate case expense326 and noted in particular the number of attorneys representing

KePL present during the hearing.327 Although not proposing an adjustment during the hearing,

Crane urged the Commission to share rate case expenses 50/50 between shareholders and

ratepayers because both benefit from rate cases.328 Crane argued CURB should be able to review

documentation submitted for rate case expense and proposed rate case expense costs be

considered in an abbreviated rate case proceeding to allow discovery and examination of these

expenses.329

J2j Weisensee Rebuttal, pp. 37·38.
324 Hull Direct, p. 4.
m Crane Direct. p. 85; Tr. Vol. II, pp. 2564-65 (Crane).
326 Tr. Vol. I, p. 117 (Rarrick).
m Tr. Vol. 10, pp. 2112-16 (Rarrick).
321 Tr. Vol. t t, p. 2533 (Crane).
3Z9 Tr. Vol. II, pp. 2542-44 (Crane).
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Weisensee agreed actual costs could not be incurred until this proceeding was completed.

Noting in Docket 09-246 more than $500,000 was recorded on the financial books in the final

month before rates went into effect and in the month following, he proposed an allowance of

$500,000 be included for late occurring costs in this case.330 Weisensee understood Staff would

not oppose recovery of actual rate case expense costs up to the date ofthe Order in this case. But

he did not oppose CURB and Staff having time to review or audit this expense, noting it would

take time.33I

Determining rate case expense while this proceeding is still being litigated is difficult.

Rate case expense costs acewnulate as long as a proceeding continues. Yet, the Commission

must determine an amount to include in the revenue requirement to compensate KCPL for its

expenses incurred in this proceeding. Parties have proposed the Commission take up this issue

as part of an abbreviated rate case, but, as explained elsewhere, the Commission has declined

KCPL's request to approve an abbreviated rate case.

In Kansas, the general rule is that prudently incurred rate case expenses are among the

reasonably necessary expenses a public utility is entitled to recover in a rate-case proceeding. As

with all ex.penses sought to be recovered as part of the revenue requirement, the utility has the

burden to establish this expense is known and measurable.332 The Company also has the burden

of proof to establish rate case expenses are reasonable and prudent.333 The record must contain

substantial evidence to support the Commission's decision granting rate case expense.334

330 Weisensee RebuttaL p. 35.
m Tr. Vol. 10, pp. 2218-20 (Weisensee).
m Home Telephone Co. v. Kansas Corporation Comm'n, 31 Kan. App. 2d \002, 1015, 16 P.3d 1011 (2003).
333 Kanl;af fndu.'trial Consumers v. Kanso., Cnrporotion Comm 'n, 36 Kan. App. 2d 83, 11 I, 138 P.3d 338 (2006).
E.g., GuljStates Utility Company v. Texas Public Utility Comm'n, 128 P.U.R. 4m441,446 (D. Tex. 1991).
334 Harne Telephone, 31 Kan. App. 2d at 1015.
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The Commission has a long-standing policy of including fair and reasonable rate case

expenses that are prudently incurred in costs to be borne by ratepayers.33S But to recover rate

case expense costs, the Commission has required a company to provide actual documentation of

expenses incurred rather than relying on estimates.336 The Commission must weigh competing

policies in detennining the recovery of appropriate and reasonable rate case expenses. The

Kansas Court of Appeals, reviewing this decision, noted, "Rate case expenditures involve some

degree of management choice and discretion whether to incur the expenses. 11337

Elsewhere in this Order, the Commission has relied upon the Kansas Supreme Court's

definition of prudence as "carefulness, precaution, attentiveness and good judgment.n338 In

making its review here, the Commission, like a trial court reviewing attorney fees. should be

considered an expert in making this decision and wiJJ draw from its knowledge and expertise in

evaluating the value of services rendered in this proceeding.339

The attempt to determine rate case expense is hampered by a lack of detailed infonnation

in the record. Frequently, when a tribunal is called upon to review whether expenses incurred in

a proceeding are reasonable, information is provided about the time and amount of services

rendered, the general nature and character of the services revealed by the invoices, whether

attorneys or consultants presented testimony Or other tangible work product that was made a part

of the record, the nature and importance of this litigation. and the degree of professional ability.

335 In the Maner afthe Application ofWestar Energy, inc., Docket No. 05-WSEE-981-RTS, Order on
Reconsideration, issued February 13,2006,,. 93. See Driscoll v. Edison Light & Power Co., 307 U.S. 104, 120-21
(1939) ("[T]he utility should be allowed its fair and proper expenses for presenting its side to the commission.").
336 In the Motter ofan Audit and General Rate Investigation ofRural Telephone Company, KCC Docket 0 I-RRLT
083-AUD. Order Setting Revenue Requirements. issued June 26, 200 I, , 70.
m 36 Kan. App. 2d. at Ill. quoting Citizens UtiJIty Boardv. ICC. 166 Ul. 2d III. 129-30. 651 N.E.2d 1089 (1995).
338 Kansas Gas & Electric v. Kansas CorporationComm'n. 239 Kan. 483,495, 120 P.2d 1063 (1986).
339 Westar Energy v. Wittig, _ Kan. App. 2d _.~ 235 P.3d 515, 533 (20lO); Johnson v. WesthoffSand Co.,
281 Kan. 930,940,135 P3d 1127 (2006),
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skill, and experience called for and used during the course of the proceeding.340 KePL and its

experienced team ofattorneys know these requirements and should have provided this

information for the Commission's review. Because that detailed infonnation is not contained in

this record, the Commission has considered denying recovery of all rate case expense in this

proceeding. Upon reflection, however, the Commission has concluded such a ruling would be

improper?'! Instead, the Commission will exercise its judgment to detennine an amoWlt of rate

case expense that is prudent, just, and reasonable that KePL will be allowed to recover from

ratepayers as part of this proceeding.342

To address this issue, the Commission reviewed KCPL's responses to Data Requests 554

and 555 inquiring about rate case expenses; these responses are made a part of the administrative

record of this proceeding. KCPL submitted summarized total expenses to September 30, 2010,

and estimated expenses until the end of this proceeding. The documentation to support these

estimates contains very little detailed infonnation that would enable the Commission to make an

individualized review ofcharges by specific consultants and attomeys.J43 In fact, documentation

presented for some vendors, including law firms, provides nothing by which to determine total

hours, hourly rates, subject matter addressed, etc. Therefore, the Commission must rely upon its

expertise in reviewing rate case expense costs to determine what expenses were prudent and are

just and reasonable to recover from ratepayers.

340 E.g., In re Union Electric Co.• 2010 WL }178770, at 7, citing State ex reI. GS Technologies Operating Co., Inc.
v. Public Service Comm'n, 116 S.W.3d 680,693 (Mo App. 2003). See Westar Energy, 235 P.3d at 529, citing
Kansas Rules of ProfessionaJ Conduct (KRPC) 1.5(a) (2009 Kan. Ct. R. Annot 460).
;4l Columbw Telephone Co. v. Kansas Corporation Comm'n. 31 Kan. App. 2d 828, 835. 75 PJd 257 (2003).
342 In re PetiUon ofPNMGw Services, 129 N.M. 1, 25~27 (NM Sup. 2000)(Commission should reduce fees to a
reasonable and prudent amount rather than completely deny excessive rate case expense.). See also, Sheila A. v.
Whiteman, 259 Kan. 549, 565,913 P.2d 181 (I 996)(trial court erred in denying plaintiffs' entire claim for expenses
in lengthy class action suit)_
J4J Westw Energy, 235 P.3d at 529-30.
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In deciding to take this course, the Commission has concluded that the amount offate

case expense established in this Order for KCPL to recover from its ratepayers will be Interim

Rate Relief.>44 By allowing recovery of an amount through Interim Rate Relief, KCPL will

recover rate case expense costs the Commission has detennined are prudent as well as just and

reasonable. But if parties contest this amount, further proceedings to evaluate rate case expense

will occur in a separate docket. Several reasons support using Interim Rate Relief to recover rate

case expense costs here. First, because a detailed record is not available, the Commission is not

able to evaluate specific amounts that should be allowed for each consultant or attorney. Second.

prior rate cases under the Regulatory Plan, such as Docket 09-246, h.ave illustrated the difficulty

in accurately predicting rate case expense while the proceeding is ongoing. Third, an Order must

issue by November 22, 201 O~ time does not allow scheduling of discovery, briefing, and

argument about rate case expense between filing ofpost-hearing briefs and the Order date.

Fourth, by using Interim Rate Relief, the Commission will set rates that include rate case

expense found to be prudent, just, and reasonable, but this decision is subject to challenge.

Finally, this Order will set a specific amount ofrate case expense for this docket, cutting off

conjecture about future costs that are not known or measurable at this time.34S

1n response to DRs 554 and 555, KePL estimated total rate case expense will be

$8,319,363.346 This includes estimated costs for the KCC and CURB totaling $1,169,712.

KCPL has no control over costs incurred by the KCC and CURB and these charges will be

removed in considering KCPL's rate case expense. Thus, the estimated rate case expense for

KCPL costs only is $7,149,711.

;.4oC in re WolfCreek Nuclear Generating Facility, Final Order, Docket No. 84-KG&E-197-RTS, pp. 105-06.
345 CQlumbus Telephone, 31 Kan. App. 2d at 835.
:).16 The Commission will round up cents to the next dollar.
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In setting the rate case expense. the Commission has balanced the interests of all

concerned parties, including investors vs ratepayers, present ratepayers vs future ratepayers, and

the public interest.347 The Commission has also taken into account its knowledge and experience

in detennining appropriate expenses to be included in a utility's revenue requirements.34& As

discussed below, the Commission concludes an appropriate amount of rate case expense for

KCPL to recover from its ratepayers in this rate case for KCPL costs only is $4,500,000. Costs

for the KCC and CURB will be added to that amount for the total rate case expense costs. This

cost will be amortized over four years. The Commission addresses reasons for its decision.

The Commission has reviewed estimates from the numerous expert consultants KePL

used in this case. The Commission finds that generally KePL's decisions regarding use of

consultants were prudent. To the extent these consultants conducted studies or otherwise

provided infonnation that is in the administrative record of this proceeding and did not duplicate

work of other witnesses, these costs are considered prudent. just and reasonable. The following

consultants provided helpful infonnation: Black & Veatch Corporation (witness Loos); Financo.

Inc. (witness Hadaway); Gannett Fleming, Inc. (witness Spanos); Management Applications

Consulting, Inc. (witness Normand); Pegasus Global Holdings, Inc. (witness Nielsen); Siemens

Energy,lnc. (Line Loss Study); Tower Watson (Pension Study); Kuhn & Wittenborn. Inc.

(Notice of Public Hearing); and Xcellence, Inc. (Copying). The estimated expenses for housing

attorneys, consultants, and KePL employees during the Evidentiary Hearing were high

considering the Company's proximity to the Commission's offices. The Commission concludes

the shareholders should have some responsibility for paying housing costs.

3.1 Kansas Gas & Electric, 239 Kan. at 489.
'41
J Home Telephone. 31 Kan. App. 2d at IOI~i.
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The Commission could not dctennine what Nextsource. Inc., did for KCPL during this

rate case. Nextsource is described as providing "Internal staffmg - regulatory

research/processing" but KCPL does not explain why its own employees could not do this work.

The Commission flOds the record does not support including costs for Nextsource as rate case

expense to be recovered from ratepayers. Nor will the Commission allow KCPL to recover the

expense for The Communication Counsel of America, Inc.• which trained KCPL witnesses.

Although witness preparation is important for an evidentiary hearing of this significance, such

preparation is routinely part of the services counsel performs before a hearing. The Commission

is permitted to disallow duplicative expenses.J49 KCPL hired numerous capable attorneys to

litigate this proceeding. While KepL's management may have seen an advantage in providing

certain witnesses with additional witness training, the Commission fmds these services duplicate

attorney preparation for an evidentiary hearing and will not allow these costs to be recovered as

rate case expense.

KCPL estimated rate case expense attributable to legal services only exceeds $5 million

in this case. Based upon its experience in rate case proceedings. the Commission finds this

amount excessive, even accounting for the complex issues considered in this proceeding. In

considering attorney fees. the Commission was particularly struck by the lack of detail defining

services performed by the numerous attorneys that made no appearance in this proceeding.

Infonnation was not provided that would have allowed the Commission to detennine an

appropriate hourly rate or number ofhours expended by attorneys involved in this case. lnvoices

from some finns reflected charges for multiple attorneys working on multiple projects for KCPL

with a portion attributed to this proceeding but no explanation about how that amount was

determined.

J49 Sheila A., 259 Kan. at 568-69.
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The Commission found estimated charges for some legal services particularly

disconcerting. lior example, KCPL requested recovery in rate case expense of costs tor Duane

Morris, estimated at $395,593. This finn was described as providing 1120] 0 Rate Case legal

research. II The Commission did not find any record ofan attorney from this law firm

participating in this proceeding. This finn may have advised management during this

proceeding, but it was not an active participant in the docket. The Commission finds allowing

expenses for this law firm to be recovered from ratepayers would be unjust and unreasonable.

Nor will the Commission approve recovery ofcosts for Morgan Lewis & Bockius as rate

case expense. One attorney from this finn, Barbara Van Gelder, appeared during the first week

of the three-week hearing and cross-examined Staffs expert witness on prudence, Walter

Drabinski. Other attorneys were present throughout this entire hearing, including two former

KCC General Counsels, one former KCC Assistant General Counsel, and KCPL's in-house

counsel. Apparently Van Gelder was hired specifically to cross-examine Drabinski. KePL is

free to decide how it will present its case, but this finn's involvement clearly duplicated work

being performed by other very capable attorneys. Allowing expenses for Morgan Lewis to be

recovered from ratepayers in rate case expense would be unjust and unreasonable.

The Commission is also concerned that, based upon review ofa small number of

invoices, that errors exist in KCPL's estimate ofcosts. The Commission found two errors in

listing costs for legal services. Invoices for Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal to 9/30/2010 totaled

$56,444, which is $942 less than the amount shown in KePL's list of cumulative rate case

expense; also, invoices for SchiffHardin to 9/30/2010 totaled $371,306, which is $19.322 less

than reflected in KCPL's cumulative rate case expense estimate. Although this is not a
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significant amount, the Commission is concerned other errors are contained in KePL's statement

of rate case expense.

The Commission finds expenses requested for SchiffHardin particularly troubling. This

finn served KePL in several roles. One attomey from Schiff Hardin., Kenneth M. Roberts,

testified at the hearing about advice this firm gave KCPL's management related to construction

projects, suggesting the firm acted as a consultant. But a significant number ofexhibits in the

record reflect deleted material based upon KCPL's attorney/client privilege with SchiffHardin.

No attorney from Schiff Hardin entered an appearance in this proceeding, but Roberts and at

least one other attorney were present during the first week of the bearing.3S0 Schiff Hardin

invoices confinn the hourly rates for its attorneys exceed those for experienced attorneys in the

Kansas City metropolitan area. Roberts testified his hourly rate was $550.351 Recently, the local

hourly rate for an experienced attorney in the Kansas City metropolitan area with specialized

expertise was dctcnnined to be $295.JS2 The highest hourly rate for the most experienced

attorney representing Kept from the Kansas City m.etropolitan area in this proceeding is $390.

Unfortunate[y~ the record is not adequate to allow the Commission to consider whether adopting

a "fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services" is appropriate for this case,

as allowed in KRPC 1.5(a)(3)~ and, if appropriate, to detennine that rate.3SJ

The Commission recognizes that this case was complex with prudence issues concerning

construction ofa major generation facility. Even though the issues were complex, the

Commission finds it unreasonable to require ratepayers to be responsible for the entire rate case

expense costs being sought by KCPL. The Commission is particularly concerned about

HO Tr. Vol. 5, p_ 1109 (Roberts).
HI Tr. Vol. 5, p. 1120 (Roberts).
351 Westar Energy, 235 P.3d at 53l.
3SJ 235 P.3d at 531.
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requiring ratepayers to pay such high legal costs when no opportunity is available to review the

services rendered to evaluate whether law firms adjusted charges for duplication of services of

multiple attorneys when setting their fees. The Commission, in reviewing rate case expense

costs, can use its knowledge and experience from other rate cases to set an appropriate amount to

be recovered from ratepayers. Taking all factors into account, the Commission concludes that

$4,500,000 is an appropriate amount for KePL costs only to include as rate case expense costs

that will be recovered from ratepayers. The rate case expense costs for the KCC and CURB will

be added to this amount, resulting in a total rate case expense of $5,669,712.

Finally, the Commission addresses CURB's request for an opportunity to review and

challenge rate case expense costs exceeding Kept's initial estimated amount of $2.1 million.

Following the end ofthe evidentiary hearing, the Commission considered the problems faced in

setting a schedule to allow discovery and review by the parties before the deadline to issue the

Order on November 22, 2010. The Commission was unable to fashion a schedule that allowed a

detailed review and still permitted a decision on rate case expense to be included in this Order.

The Commission concluded its obligation to include a reasonable and prudent amount of rate

case expense outweighed a decision that would effectively deny recovery of any rate case

expense in this Order. Having made this decisio~ the Commission exercised its discretion to set

reasonable and prudent rate case expense costs but designated them as Interim Rate Relief. If

parties seek to challenge the amount of rate case expense approved in this Order, a subsequent

proceeding will allow full review of this issue. If that challenge is successful and establishes the

rate case expense costs approved in this Order were not prudent, just or reasonable, the

Commission will establish a new amount of rate case expense for this docket that will be

included as an adjustment in a future KCPL tate case.
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